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0. Introduction
In this article we give a proof of a conjecture made by Deodhar, Gabber,
and Kac in [10] in the case of infinite dimensional KacMoody algebra g
(see the precise conditions on g below). This conjecture is a generalization
of a conjecture of Kazhdan and Lusztig [16] and computes the characters
of irreducible heighest weight modules L|\&\ in terms of so-called
KazhdanLusztig polynomials. These are certain polynomials, first intro-
duced in [16]. Such polynomials were found to be related to the geometry
of Schubert varieties in [17] and [13] via the notion of ‘‘intersection
cohomology.’’ Typically, smooth Schubert varieties will give rise only to
constant polynomials. Non-constant KazhdanLusztig polynomials will
indicate the presence of a singularity. Thus, roughly speaking, the
KazhdanLusztig conjecture computes the character of L|\&\ in terms
of polynomials associated to a Schubert variety and which measure the
singularity of the corresponding variety or, more precisely, the failure of
Poincare duality.
Our approach differs from the approaches of BrylinskiKashiwara [5]
and BeilinsonBernstein [2] (finite dimensional case) in that D-modules
are not used. Instead, we define a perverse localization functor which
associates to a Lie algebra module M, a complex of sheaves of vector
spaces on a flag space. This solution complex, motivated by the work of
Vogan in [19], is like a sheaf version of the 0-weight space in nilpotent Lie
algebra homology (see 2.11). We recall that the known proofs in the finite
dimensional situation first use a D module localization functor, which turns
out to be a category equivalence. Then the RiemannHilbert corre-
spondence theorem associates intersection cohomology complexes to
irreducible holonomic D-modules. Instead, here everything happens in only
one step and we recover a version of the RiemannHilbert correspondence
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of Lie algebra modules. Moreover, in the infinite dimensional context we
manage to avoid altogether working with infinite dimensional varieties as
will be explained below in more detail.
Let B=GB+ be the flag space1,- of g where G is a group attached to
g in Section 1 (a topology for B is defined in Section 1). Then B has two
decompositions [15, 13] into B+-orbits (Bruhat decomposition) and into
B& orbits (Birkhoff decomposition). Here B+, B& are opposite Borel sub-
groups of G. The first decomposition breaks B as a union (parametrized by
the Weyl group W )
B= .
{ # W
B{
and each B{ can be given the structure of a complex analytic variety of the
form Cl ({) .
The second decomposition breaks B into possibly infinite dimensional
pieces, of finite codimension. We obtain
B= .
| # W
B|.
We define B | to be the union z| Bz where  denotes the Bruhat order.
For each M in category O&int , defined in Section 1, we define the solution
complex of M, Sol(M )=R HomU(g)(M, O0) the sheaf O0 is a sheaf, of
holomorphic functions on B defined in Section 1. We immediately leave
the realm of infinite dimensional varieties and restrict Sol(M ) to the finite
dimensional affine space B{ . Denote
Sol{(M )=Sol(M )| B{ .
This turns out to be a complex with constructible cohomology and doubly
bounded (see (2.11)). Proving this statement does not require the theory
of holonomic D-modules. Now it is possible to define the perverse
sheaf D{ (M )=H0perv Sol{ (M ), the perverse part of Sol{ (M ) as in [3]. In
Section 10 we prove the following:
(0.1) Main Theorem. The complex D{ (L|\&\) is quasi-isomorphic to
the intersection cohomology complex IC(B | & B{).
Connection with Characters
In Section 3 we show that if
chL|\&\= :
_ # W
a_\&\ chM_\&\ .
- See Notes Added in Proof section (starting on p. 277) for in-text notes.
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is the expression of the character of L|\&\ in terms of the characters of
Verma modules, then for x # B_ & B{
a_\&\=:
i
(&1) i+l (|) dim H i (D{ (L|\&\))x . (0.2)
We now recall the polynomials Q|, _ satisfying
:
|$_|
(&1)l (_)+l (|)Q|, _(q) P|$, _(q)=$|$, | . (0.3)
Here as in [16] or [13], the P|$, _ are KazhdanLusztig polynomials
and are related to the intersection cohomology of B |$ (finite dimensional
varieties). The intersection cohomology stalks of IC(B | & B{) can be
computed similarly as they are computed in the finite dimensional case by
Kazhdan and Lusztig. This calculation is omitted and will appear in a
future paper (in the affine case see [17] Proposition 5.7). One obtains for
|{ and x # B_ & B{ as in [17]
q&(l (|)2) :
r
dim Hr(IC(B | & B{))x qr2=Q|, _(q). (0.4)
Consequently from (0.1), (0.2), and (0.4)
chL|\&\= :
_|
a_\&\chM_\&\
= :
_|
(&1)l (|)+l (_) Q|, _(q) chM_\&\ . (0.5)
This is the conjecture in [10] of DeodharGabberKac, but it is written
in terms of the Q polynomials. Using similar constructions, the author has
also obtained a negative level version of (0.1) in the affine case; involving
the modules L&|\&\ . This will appear in a different paper [9].
Assumption on g
We have written most of the paper with very general assumption on g.
However, in a few places we have taken a shortcut for the sake of
simplicity and assumed the following property of category O: Denote by $
either the weight \ or any \&m: with : a simple root for b& (see Section 1
and 7 for definitions).
(I) For any *, L* cannot occur in My$&\ unless * is of the form
|$&\ for | # W.
(II) For any weight *, Ly$&\ cannot occur in M* unless * is of the
form |$&\.
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Of these two, (II) is harder to achieve, but is true in the important case
when g is of affine type. We thus assume that g is of affine type or simply
that it associated to a generalized Cartan matrix and it satisfies I and II.
A careful analysis of proofs will reveal that a weaker version of II is really
required.
Organization of the Paper
We closely follow the outline given by the author in [7] where these
results were announced. We first show (in 2.1, 2.9, 2.11) that the stalks of
Hq Sol(M ) are given by nilpotent homology:
Hq Sol(M )xr 
p+r=q
4 phx*Homhx(Hr(u
+
x , M ), C)
Let B+x be the isotropy group of x. This is a Borel subgroup of G generated
by a Cartan group Hx (finite dimensional) and the real root vectors of the
Cartan subalgebra hx in b+x =hx+u
+
x . Thus we will simply say that the
Borel subalgebra b+x ‘‘corresponds’’ to the point x.
Next we compute the 0-weight space of nilpotent homology (9.9) for a
dual of Verma module. All the vector spaces Homhx(Hq(u
+
x , M ) C) are
computed. This calculation shows in (2.11), (2.13) that, except for some
annoying factor 4h*, Sol{ applied to the dual of a Verma module is given
as extension by zero from a trivial sheaf on space B| & B{ and is therefore
perverse.
We define a perverse localization functor2 P{=H0perv Sol
t
{ ( . . . ). It must
be shown that P{ is exact. For this we first prove that Sol{ has a decom-
position p* Sol{ & 4qh*P+{ [&q] and P
+
{ satisfies H
qP+{ (M )x &
Homhx(Hq(u
+
x , M ), C). This is done in (3.6). Moreover, in (3.6) it is shown
that H iperv P
+
{ (M )=0 for i>0 and M in O
&
\ . Using the results of
Section 10 to relate ordinary duality in O&\ , denoted t, to Verdier duality,
we obtain H0perv P
+
{ (M )=P
+
{ (M ) and H
0
perv Sol
t
{ (M )=P+{ (M ). Thus P
+
{
agrees with P{ , and P{ is shown to be exact. From here we deduce that
D{ (L|\&\) is a quotient of i!(1 B{ & B|[&l (|)], i : B{ & B
|  B{ the inclu-
sion. Using the results in Section 10 the Verdier dual of P{ (L|\&\) has the
same stalks as P{ (L|\&\) and we conclude in 10.23 that D{ (L|\&\)&
IC(B | & B{) the intersection cohomology complex.
Next we give a survey of the proof of the main theorem.
Construction U: . We consider s=s: a simple reflection associated to a
simple root : relative to b+. In [18], Vogan uses a functor U: on
g-modules which we exploit in a very restricted way, in this KacMoody
setting. The nice way to generalize Vogan’s construction, should be to
define at least a functorial construction M  U:M sharing some of the
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important properties of its finite dimensional counterpart. For technical
reasons we do not do this. Instead we define the chain complex U: M in an
ad hoc manner only when M is a Verma module or it dual.
The Functors ,: , : . In Section 7 we define functors ,: , : for any
simple root :. These are obtained and tensoring and ‘‘projecting’’ to certain
infinitesimal character. This procedure works well in order to define an
exact functor ,: , but in the case of : , one ends up with a functor which,
in principle, is only right exact. The problem arises because : involves
tensoring two modules in category O relative to opposite Borel
subalgebras. The exactness of : is obtainable but is not required in our
proof. By contrast, in the negative level there is a complication in this argu-
ment that does not allow us to prove the exactness of a similar functor.
Again in the negative level case, not studied here, this exactness is not
required. Another serious problem, that impedes the construction of a
functor U: along the lines of, say, Vogan’s papers [16, 17], is that we are
unable to show that : commutes with duality in general. We therefore
have two functors which in principle are different. One is : , which is right
exact by construction, the second is H: , which is left exact by construction,
and is given by M  (:(M t))t. Now it is possible to show an adjoint-
ness formula of the form: Hom(:M, N)rHom(M, ,:N). The second
functor satisfies an adjointness formula of the form Hom(M, H: N)r
Hom(,:M, N). The conjectured isomorphism H: =: is needed if we want
to define the two maps in a chain complex M  ,: : M  M, and we try
to follow the original construction of U: M given by Vogan. These are the
technical problems that force us to define U: M only in a very restricted,
ad hoc, manner.
Use of the Construction U:M: The Relation Between U: M and
?s*R?s* . The construction U:M is useful in the proofs concerning Verdier
duality because it is related to a push-forward R?s* . Let Ps denote the
variety of parabolics of type s=s: . Then there is a P1-fibration: ?s : B  Ps .
We introduce a chain complex of sheaves U:O0=O0  ,: :O0  O0 .
In this construction ,:: O0 is a sheaf of the form O(V ), and not a functor
applied to O0 . This is merely an abuse of notation. This chain complex
is defined, again in an ad hoc way. We obtain easily that
R HomU(g)(M, U:O0) agrees with ?s*R?s*R HomU(g)(M, O0) [1]. There-
fore in order to relate ?s*R?s* to U: M we must prove, what formally looks
like an adjointness formula for the U: namely we must prove
R HomU(g)(M, U:O0)rR HomU(g)(U:M, O0). Unfortunately all the
difficulties that we outlined before concerning :M get in the way. We are
able to prove such a quasi-isomorphism only for Verma modules and their
duals. On the other hand these are the only cases needed.
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The Quasi-isomorphism: Ext*A(M, ,:(M _m(:))
t)rExt*A(:M, (M __m(:))t),
A=Ch for Verma Modules and Their Duals. The ‘‘difficult case’’ is the case
when M is a dual of a Verma module. Let R
*
be a resolution of
M by modules of the form3 P\(MV) with V an h-semisimple b&-module
with finite dimensional weight spaces. We have Ext*A(M, ,:(M _&_m(:))
t)
rExt*A(M, 1h HomC (L(&m(:)), (M _&_m(:))t) r Ext*A(L(&m(:))  R*,
(M _&_m(:))
t)rExt*A(:R* , (M
_
&_m(:))
t), A=Ch.
Now we must show that the chain complex C=: R*, does not have
any cohomology in negative degree. This is done using a spectral sequence,
Ext pA(H
&q(C ), H: (Y
t)) O Ext p+qA (C, 
H
: (Y
t)). This spectral sequence
implies that if some H &q(C ) is non-zero, there is a non-zero cohomology
in degree l(_)+q, for some Y=M _&_m(:) . From the original description of
ExtA*(C, H: (N
t)) as Ext*A(M, ,:(H: (N
t ))t) and the result in (9.5) b),
Extr(C, H: (N
t)){0 implies that r must be less than or equal l(_). This
contradiction then gives what we need.
Outline of the Quasi-isomorphism ?s*R?s*R HomU(g)(M, O0)[1]r
R HomU(g)(U: M, O0) for Verma Modules and their Duals.
Step 1: A Weak Form of this Adjointness Result. We start by
making a substitution. We introduce a chain complex U:O0=
O*0  HomC (L(&m:), O(&m(:)))  O0 . This chain complex is not
quasi-isomorphic to U:O0 , however there is a quasi-isomorphism
R HomU(g)(M, U:O0)rR HomU(g)(M, U:O0). Now using the isomor-
phisms Ext*A(M, ,:(M _&m(:))
t)rExt*A(:M, (M _&_m(:))t), we obtain that
R HomU(g)(M, HomC (L(&m:), O(&m(:)))rR HomU(g)(L(&m:)M,
O(&m(:)))rR HomU(g)(: M, O(&m(:)))rR HomU(g)(,: :M, O0). We
obtain that p*?s*R?s*Sol(M ) can be identified with a chain complex that
looks like P+(M )  P+(,:: M )  P+(M ). Except that the maps
involved are in principle not induced by the maps in the ad hoc definition
of U:M. This is the weak form of the desired result.
Step 2. This Weak Form of Adjointness Formula Implies that
P+{ (M|\&\) Agrees with i(|){*1[&l(|)]. We give a sketch.
Let i(_){ : B{ & B_  B{ be the inclusion map.4 Denote by A(k) the
assumption that for all |, P+{ (M|\&\) agrees with i(|){* 1[&l(|)] when
restricted to the union of all B{ & B_l(_)<k. We show that A(k) implies
A(k+1). Let5 V{ denote Verdier duality on B{ . We explain how
V{P+{ (M|\&\) is zero when restricted to any stratum B{ & B
_ _{|,
l(_)=k. We assume that for some | : Hi V{P+{ (M|\&\) is non-zero when
restricted to stratum B{ & B__{|, l(_)<k. Choose a simple reflection s
such that l(_s)<l(_). We also let X{=B{  B{s , l({s)<l({). The Verdier
duality VX then agrees on B{ with V{ . We just consider in this sketch
the case [_s, _]{[|s, |]. Now, if we have that: HiVXSol(M|\&\)
{0 on X{ & B_, then H i?s*R?s*VX Sol(M|\&\){0 when restricted to
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B{ & B_. Recall that by the weak form of the adjointness
formula, VXSol(M|\&\)  VX Sol(,:: M|\&\)  VXSol(M|\&\), has the
same hypercohomology as ?s* R?s*VXSol(M|\&\)[1]. We find that
at least HiSol(M|\&\){0 when restricted to B{ & B_s, or
HiSol(,: :M|\&\){0 when restricted to B{ & B_s. In any case we
obtain that Hi Sol(M|\&\){0 or H iSol(M|s\&\){0 when restricted to
B{ & B_s. This contradicts our assumption.
Step 3. The Weak Form of the Adjointness Formula Gives the Strong
Version. Now all that remains is to show that the maps in the complex of
perverse sheaves P+(M )  P+(,::M )  P+(M ), M a Verma module or
its dual, are in fact induced by the maps in the ad hoc definition of U:M.
Now this is reduced to checking that in the two cases the maps are
non-zero. There are unique non-zero maps between the perverse sheaves
involved.
Outline of the Proof of the Main Theorem. We define in Section 10 for
each x=x$_ in B{ & B_ a map of complexes of vector spaces
P+(M )x  (V{P+(M t))x {_ (0.7)
Here M  M t denotes duality (see Section 1, ‘‘The Verdier duality
maps v{| ’’ for a sketch, then Section 10 for details).
We can reduce our main theorem to showing that these maps are quasi-
isomorphisms when M is a dual of a Verma module. However in that case
we already know that P+(M t|\&\)xr(V{P+(M|\&\))x . The only
question is whether the maps defined induce such quasi-isomorphisms.
Since both sides are zero except for _=|, we are reduced to checking if
our maps induce quasi-isomorphisms when M=M|\&\ and _=|.
Nilpotent Homology. The main calculation needed is the calculation of
the 0-weight space in nilpotent homology for a dual of a Verma module.
This is done in Section 9 independently of all the other arguments
involving the construction U:M. This calculation is used in earlier sections,
most notably in Section 8. The author apologizes if this causes confusion.
Note. These results were first announced in [7]. Kashiwara and
Tanisaki have obtained identical results using a completely different
approach involving D-modules.
1. Preliminaries and Notation
Let g be a KacMoody algebra over C associated to a generalized Car-
tan matrix A. We assume that g satisfies our blanket assumptions I, II. Let
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U(g) be its enveloping algebra. We will use the following notation: W the
Weyl group, b+, b& two opposite Borel subalgebras, h=b+ & b& and for
each | # W, b+| , b
&
| the corresponding subalgebras obtained by twisting
b+, b& respectively by |. Recall that there is a group G associated to
[ g, g] in [13] and [10], and for each real root vector X there is an
exponential map e : CX  G.
Define the groups U \| as being generated by the real root vectors in u
\
|
using e. We then have opposite Borel subgroups B+, B&, the group
H=B+ & B& and the twisted versions B\| =HU
\
| with B
\
e =B
\. Now
the G-set GB+ can be realized as the projectivization of the G-orbit of the
heighest weight vector inside an irreducible highest weight module L04 . This
module L04 is an irreducible quotient of a Verma module U(g)U(b+) C4
where 4 is dominant integral for b+. To obtain a topology, we declare a
set O in L04 open if for any finite dimensional subspace V, V & O is open
in V. This topologizes L04 , its projectivization and consequently GB
+=B.
Recall the U +-orbits [B| , | # W ] in B and the U &-orbits [B|, | # W ].
These are orbits of points in B, denoted x| , that correspond to the Borel
subalgebras b+| . The isotropy group of x| is precisely the group B
+
| intro-
duced above. The space B| can be identified with C
l (|) ; also recall that the
B| ’s may be infinite dimensional but of finite codimension. Denote by
B |=z| Bz and B |=z| Bz with (,  the Bruhat order).
We will work with the category O defined with respect to b& (all
modules there are h-semisimple and u&-locally nilpotent). For V a
b&-module which is h-semisimple, denote MV=U(g)U(b&) V. If V is a
one dimensional space C* , then M*=MV is a Verma module. Now choose
\ # h* with (\, :6) =1 if : is simple for u& and denote by L* the unique
irreducible quotient of M* . The case of interest to us will be when * is of
the form |\&\. Occasionally we also need to consider the modules
M |* =U(g)U(b|&) C* and their duals M
|
* , the h-semisimple vectors in
Hom+b|(U(g), C*). If |=e these are just denoted M* and M * .
We now recall the precise definition of category O. As above, we denote
U(a) the enveloping algebra of a, if a is a Lie algebra.
Category O
If M is an h-semisimple module 2(M ) will denote the set of h-weights
in M. The category O is defined as consisting of h-semisimple g-modules
with finite dimensional weight spaces with a b&-locally finite action and
satisfying:
2(M )/2(U(u+)ad C*1) _ . . . _ 2(U(u
+)adC*k)
for some *1 , ..., *k # h*. Here U(u+)ad is U(u+) viewed as an h-semisimple
module.
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Some More Notation in Category O
Following [Section 4, 10] we define an equivalence relation on h* as
follows: *t+ if there exists a sequence *=*0 , *1 , ..., *k=+ in h* such that
for each i, either L*i is an irreducible component in M*i+1 or L*i+1 is an
irreducible component in M*i . Denote [*] the equivalence class of *.
Define for any * # h* the category O&* (or more precisely O
&
[*]). This is the
category of g-modules in category whose irreducible components are of the
form L+ , + # [*]. Also denote O&int the category of g-modules in O with
composition factors of the form L* with * integral.
(1.1) Remarks. As in [10], there are exact functors P* : O&int  O
&
* and
any module M in O&int splits as M$ P*(M ). This is established in [10].
(1.2) Notation and Remark about Ext. (a) Denote by Ch the category
of h-semisimple g-modules. For any g-module X, 1hX is the g-submodule
of h-semisimple vectors (we may use the same notation even if X is only an
h-module).
(b) In [10] it is shown that if [*]{[+] and M is in O&* , N is in
O&+ , then
Ext1Ch(M, N )=0.
We remark that in fact
Ext*Ch(M, N )=0.
First consider M a U(u+)-free module, and set IV=1h Homb+(U(g), V )
with V an h-semisimple b+-module. Now M is b+-projective among
h-semisimple b+-modules (Category Cb+). We obtain Ext*Ch(M, IV)=
Ext*Cb+(M, V ). This last complex has all its cohomology in degree zero and
ExtqCh(M, IV)=0 for q>0. Now if V is such that 2(V )/2(U(u
+)adN )
and it has finite dimensional weight spaces, IV is in category O and
Hom(M, P+IV)=0. Hence ExtqCh(M, P+IV)=0 for all q.
We may now consider an exact sequence
0  N  P+ IV  S  0
and by induction on q show that ExtqCh(M, N )=0 for all q if M is U(u
+)-
free and N is in O+ . This is done by looking at the long exact sequence:
ExtqCh(M, S)  Ext
q+1
Ch
(M, N )  Extq+1Ch (M, P+IV).
If ExtqCh(M, S)=0 by induction and Ext*Ch(M, P+IV)=0, we obtain
Extq+1Ch (M, N )=0.
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Finally we resolve M in terms of U(u+)-free modules. We have a short
exact sequence
0  S  P*[U(g)U(b&) V0]  M  0.
Again a long exact sequence results:
ExtqCh(S, N )  Ext
q+1
Ch
(M, N )  Extq+1Ch (P*(MV0), N ).
By induction Extq+1Ch (M, N )=0. Q.E.D.
Sheaf of Holomorphic Functions
Let O be open in B. A function f : O  C is holomorphic if for any
x # O and any real root vectors X1 , ..., Xm (possible repetitions),
f (e(smXm) . . .e(s1X1) x) is holomorphic around zero in the variables si .
Denote by O0 the corresponding sheaf of functions. The Lie algebra g acts
on O0 . If x # B there is an injective map Fx : (O0)x  Homb+x (U(g), C)
where b+x is associated to x and conjugate to b
+ under G. Denote by
X| the quotient Homb|+(U(g), C)Fx(O0)x when b
+
x =b
+
| . Also X
0
|=
Homb|+(U(g), C)M
|
0 .
We now check that in fact O0 has a g-action and define Fx in more detail.
For all this we need to write down explicitly the relations that define g.
Relations in g
Let A=(aij) be an N_N matrix. Since A is a generalized Cartan matrix,
by definition aii=2 for all i, aij {0 implies aji {0; also aij0 for i{ j. The
Lie algebra g is generated by an abelian Lie algebra h of dimension
N+corank(aij) (the Cartan subalgebra introduced above) and simple root
vectors [ei]ni=1 . There are also [:i]
n
i=1 simple roots in h* and [:$ i]
n
i=1
in h. The Lie algebra g satisfies the following defining relations [11]:
(D1) [h, h]=0
(D2) [ei , fj]=$ij :$ i
(D3) [h$, ei]=(:i , h$) ei for all h$ # h
(D4) [h$, fi]=&(:i , h$) fi for all h$ # h
(D5) ad(ei)1&aij (ej)=0 i{ j
(D6) ad( fi)1&aij ( fj)=0 i{ j
Action of g on O0
For the purposes of this section, we enhance the group G. For example,
if instead of G we had SLnC[z, z&1], then C* _ SLnC[z, z&1] provides
such an enhancement, and the C* action on SLnC[z, z&1] is given by
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(es)(aij (z))=(ai2(e
sz)). This incorporates zddz=d in the Lie algebra. In
general, we obtain G =T _ G and h=t[ g, g] & h, T=t viewed as an
abelian Lie group. It is easy to define a T action on G by the formula
h } e(t1X:1) . . .e(tn X:n)=e(e(:1 , h)t1, X:1) . . .e(e(:n , h)tn, X:n) for t1 , ..., tn # C
and X:1 , ..., X:n real root vectors. Now G B
+=B if B +=T _ BB+ and
B + _ TU +. Now h is the Lie algebra of T _ H.
To define an action of g on O0 , it is enough to observe that the gener-
ators ei , fi , h # h all act on functions by differentiation of the actions of the
one parameter groups e(sei), e(sfi), e(sh). One must simply check the rela-
tions D1, ..., D6. The relations D1, ..., D5 can all be proved by observing
that they take place within a finite dimensional Lie group. For instance D2
(case i=j ), D3, D4 take place inside the group with Lie algebra h+(sl2):i .
Also D3 is satisfied because the group U + acts locally finitely on L0* . For
each v there, the action of U + on U(u+) v factors through a finite dimen-
sional quotient of U +. Relation D5 is satisfied in the Lie algebra of that
quotient.
We now restrict ourselves to open sets O containing x # B with isotropy
B +. In (O0)x there are functions which are in fact defined on all the
U &-open orbit and which factor through finite dimensional unipotent
quotients of U & : f : U &  U &F  C with U
&
F a finite dimensional algebraic
unipotent group. These functions form a g-module that corresponds to
M 0 , the dual of a Verma module under the map Fx that will be discussed
below. The Lie algebra of U &F is an h-stable finite dimensional quotient
of U &. Relation D6 is satisfied on such functions since it holds on the
Lie algebra of U &F . We expand an arbitrary function in (O0)x , say
f (e(smXm) . . .e(s1X1)) in a power series in the variables sm , ..., s1 (as the set
of real roots Xm , ..., X1) and m vary). Finite portions of this expansion may
be regarded as being functions of the type discussed above. This allows us
to show that D6 holds. Details are left to the reader.
The Map Fx
For any x in B we define Fx : (O0)x  Hombx+(U(g), C) as follows.
Consider % : U(g)  U(g), and set Fx( f )(u)=(uf )(x) for u # U(g).
Checking that Fx is injective reduces to the uniqueness of a power series
expansion. We define for any m-tuple of real root vectors X1 , ..., Xm a func-
tion
8 : Cm  B 8(sm , ..., s1)=e(smXm) . . .e(s1 X1) x.
If f is holomorphic in a neighborhood of x, then f b 8 is holomorphic near
zero. Moreover, if for all the choices of m-tuples and m’s, f b 8 is zero,
then f is zero. This is because of the construction of G as generated by the
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e(sX ), s # C, X a real root vector. Now k11 . . . 
km
m ( f b 8)(0, ..., 0)=(&1)
m
(X k11 . . .X
km
m f )x . This means that if Fx( f )=0, then f b 8=0 for all the 8’s
and f #0. This gives the desired injectivity of Fx .
Remarks on the Homotopy Type of Be
The open orbit Be is contractible. This has a simplifying effect on
arguments in Section 10, most notably Remark 10.9.
We first sketch this, for the sake of simplicity, in the case of
SLn C[z, z&1]. Then we provide the general argument. In this case of
SLn C[z, z&1], Be can be identified with polynomial functions f : C  SLnC
such that f (0) is an upper triangular matrix with ones on the diagonal. It
is easy to see that it is enough to contract the polynomial functions
f : C  SLn C such that f (0)=I, the identity. The homotopy that will do the
job is given by F(s, f )(t)= f (st). Now F(0, f )(t)= f (0)=I.
In general we define a homotopy F : [0, 1]_L04  L
0
4 by sending a
weight vector v+ to sh4(+)v+ . Here h4(+) is a height function evaluated at
+ : h4(4& mi:i)=7 mi if all :i are simple for u&.
This contracts L04 to Cv4 the 4-weight space. Now we note that
Be=U & } v4/L04 is preserved by this homotopy: If Xm , ..., X1 are real
root vectors in u& (roots :m , ..., :1 with heights h(:m), ..., h(:1))
F(s, e(tmXm) . . .e(t, X1) v4)=e(sh(:m)tmXm) . . .e(sh(:1)t1X1) v4
(recall that these exponentials applied to v4 are finite sums of weight
vectors!)
Verdier Duality on B, Use of the Contractibility of Be
Denote 1X a constant sheaf on X. We may define a notion of Verdier
duality on B by setting
V(F )=R Homsheaf (F, 1B ).
F will be assume to be a complex of sheaves which on any B| is
cohomologically constant, with finite dimensional stalks and only finitely
many non-zero cohomology sheaves.
In Section 10 we consider the open sets of the form {U &{&1 & U &_B{
(open {U &{&1&orbit), which have a projection p{ to B{ (notation in Sec-
tion 1). The contractibility of Be, and thus of {U &{&1 & U &, implies that
if F is in the derived category D(B{) consisting of complexes of sheaves on
B{ , doubly bounded, cohomologically constant along the B
| & B{ , |{
with finite dimensional stalks in homology; then
R( p{)* p{*F&F.
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(See [93 (14), 4]; the argument given there applies to this situation. The
space Be is not only contractible; but every point there has a basis of
contractible open sets. In addition, Be is completely paracompact.)
Using adjointness formulas of the form
R Homsheaf ( p{*F, p{*G )=R Homsheaf (F, R( p{)* p{*G )
and [Proposition (1.1), 1] we may obtain that p{* induces certain
equivalences of categories. The adjointness above gives the ‘‘fully’’
faithful part of Proposition (1.1) in [1]. The categories involved are
derived categories. On one side D(B{) (introduced above) on the other
D({U &{&1 & U &_B{) consisting of complexes of sheaves defined similarly
and cohomologically constant along the intersection with U &-orbits.
Consequently, since P+(M )| {U&{&1 & U&B{ is in D({U
&{&1 & U &_B{)
(see (2.11) and Section 3) we will obtain
Sol(M )| {U&{&1 & U&B{ &1{U&{&1 & U&  Sol{ (M ).
Verdier Duality on {U &{&1 & U &_B{
We have on {U &{&1 & U &_B{
VB(Sol(M ))=R Homsheaf ( p{*Sol{ (M ), p{*1B{).
From the adjointness formula for p{* (and R( p{)* p{*F&F )
R( p{)* VB(Sol(M ))=VB{(Sol{ (M )).
Since VB(Sol(M ))=1{U&{&1 & U&  F $ on {U
&{&1 & U &_B{ , we find
R( p{)* ( p{*(F $))=F $=VB{(Sol{ (M )).
Hence VB(Sol(M ))=1{U&{&1 & U&  VB{(Sol{ (M )) over the open
{U &{&1-orbit.
This can be used to obtain 10.9 which states that VB{(P
+
{ (M ))| B| & B{ is
independent of { if |{.
The Verdier Duality Maps v{|
Fix6 x$| # B{ & B| as in Section 10 (conjugate to x| by U &). Denote M

|
0
a Verma module obtained by twisting M |0 by element in U
& conjugating
x| with x$| . Now we may sketch the construction of the maps of complexes
of vector spaces:
v{| : P
+
{ (M )x$|  (V{P
+
{ (M ))x$| .
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Here V{ denotes Verdier duality on B| and ( . . . )x$| denotes the restriction
to x$| . The maps v{| will result from a derived category version of a simple
minded pairing which we now describe:
Fix an open set U in B{ containing x$| . For any O/U open we have
HomU(g)(M

|
0 , M )HomU(g)(M , O0(O))  HomU(g)(M

|
0 , O0(O)).
We note that as in 2.11, HomU(g)(M

|
0 , O0) is a constant sheaf on a big
open set containing x$| , (as big as the open orbit Be). We may take U to
be contained there.
Let
f # HomU(g)(M

|
0 , M )
TO # HomU(g)(M , O0(O))
4f (TO)=TO b f # HomU(g)(M

|
0 , O0(O))
resO, O$ restriction from O to O$.
Now resO, O$ (TO b f )=(resO$, O T0) b f becomes 4f (resO$, O TO)=resO$, O
4f (TO). We obtain for each f a sheaf map 4f in
HomUsheaf (HomU(g)(M , O0), HomU(g)(M

|
0 , O0))
=HomUsheaf (HomU(g)(M , O0), 1U)
(the sheaf maps (on U) into the constant sheaf).
In Section 10, a derived category version of the map
HomU(g)(M

|
0 , M )  Hom
U
sheaf (HomU(g)(M , O0), 1U)
gives rise to
P+{ (M )x$|  V{(P
+
{ (M ))x$| .
Note that P+{ (M )x$|=R HomCh(M
|
0 , M ) and V{P
+
{ (M )=R Homsheaf
(P+{ (M ), 1B{)
Extension of Verdier Duality Maps to P1
We define in Section 10 versions of the v{| which give maps of com-
plexes of sheaves over certain P1. In place of M |0 we use S 0=
R1h, int HomP(U(g), O
s
0), O
s
0 the sheaf of holomorphic functions along
certain P1. Instead of using that HomU(g)(M

|
0 , O0) is constant on a large
open set, we have the map I of 10.5 (b) (see Section 4 and Section 10).
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2. Regular Singular g-Modules and Their Solution Complexes
(2.1) Lemma. There is h$ # h such that for all + # h*, h$+( +, h$) acts as
a linear isomorphism on X| and X 0| .
Proof. We first consider the case of X 0| . Note that Homb|+(U(g),
CrHomC (U(u&| )ad, C) as h-modules. We choose h$ # h satisfying
(a) for all : # 2(U(u&| )
ad), (:, h$) <0
(b) for any :, ; distinct weights in 2(U(u&| )
ad), (:, h$) {(;, h$) .
Note first that M |0 consists of the h-semisimple vectors in Homb|+
(U(g), C). By subtracting an element in M |0 , we may assume that
4(v+)=0 for any +-weight vector v+ . Now define I+(4) in
HomC (U(u&| )
ad, C) on a basis of h-weight vectors by
I+(4)(v_)={
4(v_)
( +, h$) &(_, h$)
_{+
0 _=+
one obtains (h$++) I+(4)=4. Thus we obtain that modulo M |0 ,
h$+( +, h$) is surjective. Injectivity is easy and we omit it.
For the case of X| , the proof is almost identical. We write
f (e(smXm) . . .e(s1X1) x)= cnm . . .n1 s
n1
1 s
n2
2 . . .sm , [Xi] real root vectors in u
&
|
where x=x| corresponds to b+| and this is a power series expansion of the
left side. if :n , ..., :1 are the roots that correspond to Xm , ..., X1 , we may
substract a function, defined on the open U &| -orbit, and assume cnm . . .n1=0
whenever += ni :i . Denote I+( f ) the function such that
I+( f )(e(sm Xm) . . .e(s1X1) x)=:
cnm . . .n1s
nm
m . . .s
n1
1
[( +, h$) & ni (:i , h$)]
.
The condition (:i , h$)<0 for all i makes this convergent. This function
is easily seen to be well defined in a neighborhood. We prove injectivity
first: If (h+( +, h$) ) g$= f with f # Fx(O0)x and g$ # Homb|+(U(g), C) we
obtain that g$=Fx(I+( f ))+r with r # M |0 (a ‘‘polynomial’’). This is
because (h$+( +, h$) ) I+( f )= f holds and h$+( +, h$) is injective in X 0| .
We thus obtain that h$+( +, h$) is injective in X| . The proof of surjec-
tivity is exactly the same as for X 0| . Q.E.D.
(2.2) Notations. For any finite dimensional abelian Lie algebra t and
any t-module X, 1t X denotes the t-semisimple vectors in X. Taking injec-
tive resolution we may define derived functors 1 qt . We also introduce
1 t X=[v # X : U(t) v is finite dimensional] and its derive functors 1 qt .
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If t is contained in h, we denote Ct the category of t-semisimple
g-modules.
Properties of the Functor 1t
We introduce auxiliary functors #t related to the 1t . Let #tX=
[v # X : tkv=0 for k large]. Taking injective resolutions we have derived
functors #qt . In the case when X is a g-module and t is contained in h, the
derived functor modules 1 qt X have the structure of g-modules.
The derived functors #t relate to the 1t as follows: there is a composition
of functors spectral sequence for each + # t*
H p(t, #qt (C&+ X )) O (1
p+q
t X )+ . (2.3)
Here ( . . . )+ denotes the +-weight space of the corresponding t-semisimple
modules.
(2.4) Lemma. For any t-module X, if #qt (C+X )=0 for all q and all
+ # t* then 1 qt X=0 for all q.
(2.5) Lemma. Let t1 , ..., tm be a basis of elements in t. Assume that X is
a t-module where each ti acts as a linear isomorphism. Then # pt (X )=0
for all p.
Proof. We consider the case when dim t=1. For the general case, we
refer the reader to [6, page 16]. The modules # pt X may be explicitly
described as the cohomology of a complex
X  Xt1 .
Here Xt is X with the t1-action localized (Ct1=t). In [6] a complex of this
kind is considered for the general case involving all the ti ’s. Note for
instance that #0t is the kernel of this map. Now it is evident that if t1 acts
as an isomorphism, necessarily #qt X=0 for all q because XrXt1 . Q.E.D.
(2.6) Lemma. Let X=AB be the quotient of two t-modules. Assume
(a) B is t-semisimple
(b) here is a basis t1 , ..., tm of t such that each ti acts as a linear
isomorphism on X. Then
#qt A=0 for q{0, #
0
t ArB.
Proof. By condition (b), #qt X=0 for all q, implying #
q
t Ar#qt B. Since B
is t-semisimple B=#t B. Using an argument similar to the proof of (2.5),
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#qt B=0 for q>0. (Say if dim t=1 as in (2.5), Bt1=0 and the complex
becomes B  0.) This implies that #qt A=0 for q>0 and #
0
t Ar#0t BrB.
Q.E.D.
(2.7) Lemma. Let Ct denote the category of t-semisimple t-modules. The
functors 1 qt restricted to C
t are isomorphic to the functors obtained by
tensoring by 4qt*:
1 qt ( . . . )r4qt* ( . . . ).
Proof. This reduces to the statement that if X is a t-module where t acts
trivially, then H q(t, X )r4qt*X. Q.E.D.
(2.8) Proposition. Let X be a t-module and assume that there is a basis
t1 , ..., tm of t such that for any + # t*, ti+( +, ti) acts as a linear
isomorphism on X. Then 1 qt X=0 for all q.
Proof. We apply (2.5) to C&+X for each +. Using (2.4) we conclude
1 qt X=0. Q.E.D.
This now leads to:
(2.9) Proposition. Let t be a subalgebra of h and X, M, g-modules.
Assume
(a) there is a basis t1 , ..., tn of t such that for all + # t*, ti+( +, ti)
acts as a linear isomorphism on X
(b) M is t-semisimple.
Then Ext pU(g)(M, X )=0 for all p.
Proof. Note that the category Ct has enough projectives. We obtain a
spectral sequence convergence:
Ext pCt(M, 1
q
t X ) O Ext
p+q
U(g) (M, X ).
Using (a), we have 1 qt X=0 for all q (by (2.8)). Therefore
Ext*U(g)(M, X )=0. Q.E.D.
We now apply this to X=X| or X=X 0| .
(2.10) Proposition (Regular Singularities for g-Modules). Let M be an
h-semisimple g-module. Then if x # B corresponds to b+| ,
ExtkU(g)(M, (O0)x)rExtkU(g)(M, Homb|+(U(g), C))
rExtkU(g)(M, M |0 ).
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Proof. Using (2.1) and (2.9) with t=Ch, we obtain 1tChX
0
|=0=1
q
ChX|
for all q. By (1.9) this implies Ext*U(g)(M, X|)=0=Ext*U(g)(M, X 0|). From
here it follows that ExtkU(g)(M, (O0)x) and Ext
k
U(g)(M, M
|
0 ) are isomorphic
to ExtkU(g)(M, Homb|+(U(g), C)). Q.E.D.
(2.11) Proposition. Let M be an h-semisimple g-module. Then if x in B
corresponds to b+|
(a) ExtkU(g)(M, (O0)x)rp+q=k 4 ph*Homh(Hq(u+| , M ), C)
(b) If M is in category O, the sheaves ExtkU(g)(M, O0) restricted to the
manifolds B| & B{ , |{ or to the orbits B|, are constant sheaves with
finite dimensional stalks.
Proof. We first proved statement (a). Note that the homology groups
H
*
(u+| , M ) are h-semisimple. Take a free solution P* of M and consider
the complex
HomU(g)(P*, Homb|
+(U(g), C))rHomb|+(P* , C)
rHomh(P* u
+
| P* , C).
The last term can be expressed in terms of h-cohomology as
H 0(h, Hom C (P* u
+
| P*, C)). Using that P* u
+
| P* is U(h)-free, its linear
dual is injective and we obtain a spectral sequence convergence
H p(h, HomC (Hq(u+| , M ), C) O H
p+q(C*)
where C* is the complex H 0(h, HomC (P* u
+
| P* , C)).
We apply (2.6) to the quotient X=AB obtained from A=HomC
(Hk(u+| , M ), C) and B=1h(A), the h-semisimple part of the space
HomC (Hq(u+| , M ), C). We obtain that
#qh(HomC (Hk(u
+
| , M ), C))=0 q>0
#0h(HomC (Hk(u
+
| , M ), C))r1h HomC (Hk(u+| , M ), C)0-weight space
(since u+| -homology groups are h-semisimple). There is now a spectral
sequence convergence.
H p(h, 1h HomC (Hk(u+| , M ), C)0) O H
p(C*).
This uses a composition of functors spectral sequence of the form
H p(h, #qh( . . . )) O H
p+q(h, ( . . . )). Finally we use (2.7) to conclude.
To prove (b) we note that M |0 , consisting of the h-semisimple vectors
in Homb|+(U(g), C), is the image under Fx of the space of holomorphic
functions on U &| x, with the property that they factor as U
&
|  U
&
F  C
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for some finite dimensional algebraic group U &F , whose Lie algebra is an
h-stable quotient of U &| .
Moreover we note that if x$ is conjugate to x under g # U &, then
(M |0 )
gr1Ad gh Homb$x(U(g), C). Here ( . . . )
g denotes the twisting of the
corresponding g-module by Ad g. Since U & acts on M |0 we obtain,
(M |0 )
grM |0 . If we define a constant sheaf T on U &x| whose sections are
M |0 , then T maps into O0 |U&x| via Fx . Its image consists of the functions
defined on all the open U &| orbit which were described above. We obtain
a map
R HomU(g)(M, T )  R HomU(g)(M, O)|U&x| .
This map is quasi-isomorphism by (2.10) applied on each point of U &x| .
Also U & & U &| x| & B{=B
| & B{ . This proves part (b). The statement
concerning the finite dimensionality of stalks follows from the finite dimen-
sionality of the corresponding 0-weight spaces in u&| -homology.
Q.E.D.
(2.12) Notation. Let Sol(M)=R HomU(g)(M, O0), Sol{(M)=Sol((M)| B{ .
(2.13) Corollary (of (2.11)). Let * be integral for b&. If M=M * (dual
of a Verma module in O), then Sol(M ){=0 unless * is of the form
*=|\&\ with {|. In this case Sol(M ){=i!(1B| & B{[&l (|)])4*h*.
here i is the inclusion of B| & B{ into B{ .
This becomes a calculation of the spaces Homh(Hq(u+| , M ), C) because
of (2.11). This calculation is postponed to Section 9. In this calculation it
will be shown that Homh(Hq(u+| , M *), C) vanishes unless *=|\&\ and
q=l (|). In the case *=|\&\, q=l (|), we obtain a one dimensional
space (see Section 9). Note also that in the finite dimensional case, this
calculations is well-known and uses a Hochshild-Serre spectral sequence
argument, beginning with the case when u+| is in the 0-dimensional orbit.
Appendix to Section 2
Let * # h* be integral. Then we may consider a twisted sheave of
holomorphic sections O* . These sections can be seen, by pulling back to the
group G , as functions satisfying f (gb)=e&*(b) f (g) for b # B + and e* the
character B +  C_ that can be defined from *. One may also introduce
the map Fx : (O*)x  Hombx+(U(g), C*) which will also be injective.
Let #\ denote an integral weight. The weight #+ is b+-dominant and #&
is b&-dominant. Consider L0#\ the irreducible quotient of U(g)}U(b\) C#\ .
Then L0#\ is a G -module and we have the following associated sheaves on B.
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We may consider M=L0#\ O* and M=HomC (L
0
#\ , O*). We now have a
technical generalization of (2.9) which will be used later.
(A.2.1) Proposition. Let M be a h-semisimple g-module. Then if x| # B
has the isotropy group B+| , we have
ExtkU(g)(M, Mx|)r :
p+q=k
4 ph*ExtqCh(M, 1hMx|).
If M=O* or L0#\ O* or HomC (L
0
*\ , O*), or an arbitrary direct sum of
sheaves of the form O*$ , *$ integral.
Sketch of Proof. For O* one shows that the twisted analogue of (2.1)
holds and apply (2.9). Note that in (2.9), the only thing that maters is that
M be h-semisimple. The proof now proceeds as in (2.10). We obtain
R1h(O*)x|)&4h*1h(O*)x| and that is why 4h* occurs in (A.2.1).
For the case of M=L0#\ O* we need to prove the analogue of (2.1).
Note that as h-module L0#\ O*r+ C+O* (sum over the weights of
L0#\ with multiplicities). Now the analogue of (2.1) follows easily and
reduces to the case of O* . We obtain R1h(L0#\ O*)&4h*1h(L
0
#\ 
(O*)x|) as in the previous case.
Finally the case of HomC (L0#\ , O*) reduces to O* . The reason is that
R HomU(g)(M, HomC (L0#\ , O*))&R HomU(g)(L
0
#\ M, O*). Q.E.D.
3. Perverse Localization of Lie Algebra Modules
Denote by H iperv the i th perverse cohomology of a bounded complex of
sheaves with constructible cohomology [2].
(3.1) Definition. If M is in category7 O&int , P{(M )=H
0
perv Sol(M ){ .
This is a perverse sheaf on B{rCl ({) .
(3.2) Proposition. If M=M _\&\ then
D{(M )& i!(1B| & B{[&l (|)]) (notation of (2.13)).
Proof. This is consequence of (2.13). Q.E.D.
A Second Construction P{ , and the Functor P+{
We will now introduce a second definition of P{ for which exactness
is easy to prove. Then we will prove that the two definitions8 agree
(Section 10). In the finite dimensional case this second construction can be
accomplished with the use of U% . This is certain quotient of U(g) obtained
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by dividing U(g) by the left ideal generated by the kernel of the
infinitesimal character of the trivial representation. Then P{(M ) is
p*R HomU# (M, O0) restricted to B{ . In the general case the center of U(g)
is too small for this kind of construction. Thus the following arguments are
only necessary in the infinite dimensional situation.
We consider the projection p=G U +  G B +. We may topologize
G U + analogously to GB+ making this a continuous map. We may also
define holomorphic functions as in the case of B. Let V denote the sheaf
of holomorphic functions in G U + such that, under the right action, h acts
nilpotently. We note that V is again a sheaf of g-modules. Moreover, p*O0
imbeds inside V, in fact p*O0 consists of the functions in V that are h-
invariant on the right. One can now define the analogue of the map Fx . In
this case, one obtains an injection F x and a commutative diagram
F x : Vx ww Hombx+(U( g), #h HomC(U(h), C)
Fx(O0)x ww Hombx+(U( g), C)
Alternative Description of V
Note that there is an alternative description on V. Let Vk denote the
space of vectors v in #h Hom(U(h), C) such that hkv=0. Set V=k=1 Vk .
Then Vk carries a b+-action with a trivial u +-action and, as in 2.6, 2.7 of
[6], gives rise to sheaf (OG U+ Vk)b
+
(use right b+-action on G U +), on
G U +, denoted O(Vk). Define O(V )=k=1 O(Vk). Then for every point
x # G U +, there is an open set containing x such that O(V )&V on this
open set.
If we consider p*O0 with p : GU +  GB+ the projection, then there are
injective maps p*O0  O(V ) and p*O0  V. In fact p*O0 &O(V1).
(3.3) Lemma. If M is a category O, and is finitely generated, then if
x=x| corresponds to b+|
(a) ExtkU(g)(M, Vx)rExtkU(g)(M, Homb|+(U(g), #h Hom C (U(h), C)))
(b) ExtkU(g)(M, Vx)rHomh(Hk(u+| , M ), C)
(c) The restriction of the sheaves ExtkU(g)(M, V) to p
&1B| is a
constant sheaf.
Proof. We first remark that O(Vk) has a filtration with subquotients
of the form O(V1)& p*O0 . Using induction on k and long exact
sequences that correspond to 0  O(Vk)  O(Vk+1)  O(Vk+1 Vk)  0, we
obtain ExtqU(g)(M, O(Vk))x&Ext
q
U( g)(M, Homb|+(U(g), Vk)). Here we use
(2.10).
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Next we observe that for M finitely generated (since O(V )=UO(Vk)
 ExtqU(g)(M, O(Vk))&Ext
q
U(g)(M, O(V )).
If we denote by Hom0b|+(U(g), V ) the maps T : U(g)  V in Homb|+(U(g),
V ) such that T(U(g))/Vk for some k, we have
 ExtqU(g)(M, Homb|+(U(g), Vk))=Ext
q
U(g)(M, Hom
0
b+|(U(g), V )).
Let X denote the quotient Homb|+(U(g), V )Hom
0
b|
+(U(g), V ). It remains
to show
Ext*U(g)(M, X )=0.
Then (a) will follow because Vx &O(V )x .
Following the steps of (2.10) we need to prove that if h$ is chosen as in
(2.1), then h$++ is a linear isomorphism of X for any + # h*.
Note that as h-module X is simply HomC (U(u+), V )Hom0C (U(u
+), V ).
Fix + # h*, 4 # HomC (U(u+), V ) we will show (h$++) 4 # Hom0C
(U(u+), V ) implies 4 # Hom0C (U(u
+), V ). Denote 4+ the linear map such
that if u* is in the *-weight space of U(u+), then 4+(u*)=0 if *{+ and
4+(u+)=4(u+). Hence 4+(U(u+))Vr for some r. Assume (h$+ +) 4 #
HomC (U(u+), Vk). Then we must prove 4 # HomC (U(u+), Vk0) for some
k0 . We have:
h$4(u*)+( +&*, h$) 4(u*) # Vk
for all *. Assume there is * such that 4(u*) # Vn , 4(u*)  Vn&1 and
n&1k. Note that h$4(u*) # Vn&1 and Vk/Vn&1 , hence ( +&*, h$)
4(u*) # Vn&1. If +{* we obtain 4(u*) # Vn&1 which is contradictory.
We conclude that (4&4+)(U(g))/Vk . Since 4+(U(g))/Vr we have
4(U(g))/Vmax[k, r] and this means 4 # Hom0C (U(u
+), V ).
To obtain that h$++ is surjective we let 4 # HomC (U(u+), V ). Note that
4(u*) # Vk(*) for some k(*) depending on *. If +&*{0, the operator
h$++&* acting on Vk(*) is invertible because h$ is nilpotent. Hence we
may define 40 as follows (in a basis of h-eigenvectors). Let 40(u*) =
(h$++&*)&1 4(u*), *{+ and 40(u+)=0. Now (h$++) 40(u*)=h$40(u*)+
( +&*, h$) 40(u*)=(h$+(+&*))(h$++&*)&1 40(u*)=40(u*). We obtain
(h$++) 40=4&4+ . Thus h$+( +, h$) is surjective modulo Hom0C
(U(u+), V ).
Statement (b) is proved in exactly the same way as (2.11) (a). Instead of
a complex H 0(h, HomC (P* u
+
| P*), C) we obtain a complex #
0
h HomC
(P
*
u+| P* , C). This is so, because we have #hU(h)* instead of C. The effect
of this is that the terms 4qh*, q1 disappear. Q.E.D.
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(3.4) Definition. We denote9 Sol
t
(M )=R HomU(g)(M, V). Let B{=
p&1(B{) and Sol
t
{(M )=Sol
t
(M )| B{ .
(3.5) Remark. The complex Sol
t
(M ) with M in O&int , is a complex of
h-modules (right action). The action on the stalks ExtqU(g)(M, Vx)r
Homh(Hq(u+| , M ), C) is trivial. This is because it becomes the h-action on
Hq(u+| , M )* and this module is h-semisimple. For a general x the two
actions related by a twist.
Since p* Sol(M ) can be written in the derived category as
H*(h, Sol
t
(M ))=H*(h, R HomU(g)(M, V)) (right action), we obtain a
spectral sequence
H p(h, ExtqU(g)(M, V)) O Ext
p+q
U(g) (M, p*O).
Using the fact that on the left term the h-action is trivial we obtain
p* ExtkU(g)(M, O0)r :
p+q=k
4ph*ExtqU(g)(M, V)
as sheaves.
To obtain a stronger statement, we may proceed as follows: Find a
resolution
V 1  V 2  . . .
by U(b+)U(h+)-modules of V=#hU(h)* such that
HomU(g)(M, O(V *))| B{ &Sol
t
{(M )
and 1hO(V }) has a trivial right h-action.10 Note that V} has the form
1 h Homh(U(b+), W ) and 1 h(O(V }))x| is injective in the category of
h-locally finite g-modules (see (2.2) for definitions). Now
H*(h, Sol
t
{(M ))& 4qh* Sol
t
{(M )[q].
(3.6) Lemma. For any M in O&\ of finite length
p* Sol{(M )& 
dim h
q=0
4qh*Sol
t
{(M )[&q].
Proof. The strategy, as in (3.5), is to prove that Sol
t
{(M ) can be
regarded as a complex of trivial h-modules. Then p* Sol{(M )=
H*(h, Sol
t
{(M ))=4qh* Sol
t
{(M )[&q]. Q.E.D.
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Consider the case when M is the dual of a Verma module. We let M 0
denote a finite length submodule of M such that any L|\&\ , |{ occurs
in M 0 and M with the same multiplicity. Then Sol
t
{(M 0) is a trivial sheaf
on p&1(B| & B{) extended by zero, living in degree l (|). Such a sheaf is
perverse as in (3.2). Next we consider MV of the form U(g)U(b&) V with
V a finite dimensional b&-module. We consider P\(M V) and P\(M V)0 a
finite length submodule defined analogously to M 0 above. Using induction
on dim V we obtain that Sol
t
{(P\(M V)0) is perverse. This is obtained by
filtrating V appropriately. A short exact sequence 0  V1  V2  V3  0
gives rise to a short exact sequence 0  MV1 w
a MV2 w
b MV3  0.
If S/MV2 is a submodule such that MV2 S=M
0
V2 a finite length
quotient; we obtain a&1(S ), b(S ) similar submodules for MV1 , MV3 . Thus
we have a commutative diagram
0 ww a&1(S ) S b(S ) ww 0
0 MV1 MV2 ww MV3 ww 0
0 M 0V1 M
0
V2 ww M
0
V3 ww 0
making 0  M 0V1  M
0
V2  M
0
V3  0 exact. Now the long exact sequence
involving H iperv Sol
t
{(P\M 0Vi) will imply that Sol
t
{(P\M 0V2) is perverse if
Sol
t
{(P\M 0V1), Sol
t
{(P\M 0V3) are perverse.
For any arbitrary M which is of finite length we consider a map
MV  M . Then we have M 0V  M and M  M
0
V . We continue in this way
and construct a resolution
M  P\ M 0V1  P\M
0
V2  . . . . (3.7)
We define a complex of perverse sheaves on B{
C+{ (M )= . . .  P{(P\M
0
Vi)  . . . .
Since we have not established that P{ is exact at this point, we only know
Hiperv P
+
{ (M )=0 for i>0.
(3.8) Remark (Finite Length vs Infinite Length). Let * be a fixed domi-
nant integral weight relative to b&. Then for | # W, |(*+\)&\ has the
form *+ Nk:k and Nk0, :k # 2(u+) simple roots. Denote L= Nk .
Fix a second weight + of the form +=*+ nk:k with :k simple roots. We
want to study the homology groups Hk(u+_ , L|(*+\)&\) +.
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As h-modules L|(*+\)&\ is contained in U(u+)C*+ Nk:k . Thus we
study the h-modules 4qu+_ U(u
+)C*+ Nk :k . Assume that L is large
enough so that any weight in 4su+_ & u
&U(u+)C*+ Nk :k , s=0, 1, ...,
dim u+| & u
& is of the form *+ N$k:k and N$k # Z,  N$kL$>0 and
L$> nk .
Then the weight + cannot possibly occur in 4 pu+_ & u
+4su+_ & u
&
U(u+)C*+ Nk:k and thus it cannot occur in 4
ku+_ U(u+)C*+ Nk:k
at all.
The conclusion is that for all but a finite number of |’s in W
H
*
(u+_ , L|(*+\)&\)+=0.
The argument above actually shows that if M is in category O&*+\ there
exists M $ a finite length subquotient of M, such that
H
*
(u+_ , M )+ rH*(u
+
_ , M $)+
thus we have
Ext*Ch(M, M
_
+)&Ext*Ch(M $, M
_
+)&Homh(H*(u
+
_ , M $), C+).
If M is in O&\ , there is M $ of finite length, a subquotient of M such that
Sol{(M )=Sol{(M $) and then Sol{(M )= 4qh*P+{ (M $). Note that
P+{ (M $) is independent if M $ as long as the multiplicity of L|\&\ is the
same in M and M $ for |{. We wil simply use the notation P+{ (M ) in
this case to denote P+{ (M $).
(3.9) The Verdier Duality Property (VDP). We call VDP the statement
that11
P+{ (M )x| &VP
+
{ (M )x|
for M in O&\ . Here V=V{ is Verdier duality in B{ given by
V( . . . )=R Homsheaf (..., 1 B{).
We will prove VDP in Section 10.
(3.10) Proposition. Assume VDP (above), then if M is in O&\
P+{ (M )=P{(M ).
Proof. As noted before H ipervP
+
{ (M )=0 if i>0. This implies
HiP+{ (M )| B | & B{=0 if i>l(|). From VDP, we have
HiVP+{ (M )| B| & B{ rH
iP+{ (M )| B| & B{=0
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if i>l(|). Hence P+{ (M ) is perverse and using p*Sol{(M )=
 4qh*P+{ (M )[&q], H
0
perv Sol{(M )=P
+
{ (M ).
(3.11) Corollary. Assume VDP. For any M in category O&\ and x in
B that corresponds to b+|
Hk(P{(M ))x $Homh(Hk(u+| , M ), C).
Proof. This follows from (3.3), (3.8) and (3.10). Q.E.D.
(3.12) Corollary. Assume VDP. If M=L|\&\ is irreducible, then
P{(M ) is a quotient in the perverse category of i!(1 B| & B{[&l(|)]) for
{| (notation of (2.13)).
Proof. This uses (3.2). The short exact sequence 0  L|\&\ 
M |\&\  S  0 becomes
O  P{(S )  P{(M |\&\)  P{(L|\&\)  0.
A short exact sequence in the perverse category (by (3.10)). Now we use
(3.2). Note that P{=P+{ is exact because of (3.10). Q.E.D.
(3.13) The Functor P+{ and Characters in Category O
&
int
From the resolution, in the proof of (3.6), of a finite length M in
category O&int , M  P\M
0
V1  P\M
0
V2  . . .  P\ M
0
Vn  0, the character
chM can be expressed as ch M =  (&1) i ch P\ M 0Vi . Denote
ch
t
M= (&1) i ch P\M Vi , dropping the ‘‘0’’. For any weight * we may
choose l({) sufficiently large so that the multiplicity m(*, ch
t
M ) of * in
ch
t
M will agree with m(*, ch M ). This means  (&1) i m(*, chP\ M Vi)=
 (&1) i m(*, chP\ M 0Vi). Now given | # W, for sufficiently large l({), the
coefficients a|\&\ and a~ |\&\ are the same in the expressions.
chM=: a+ ch M+
ch
t
M=: a~ + ch M+
we now recall that from (3.2) one has for |{
dim Hk(P+{ (M V)) | B|={0m(|\&\, V ),
if k{l(|)
k=l(|)
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m(|\&\, V ) the multiplicity of the weight |\&\ in V. Therefore a|\&\
may be expressed as
a|\\=:
i
(&1) i+l(|) dim Hi (P+{ (M ))x , for any x # B
| & B{ .
We also remark that the right side is independent of { as long as |{
(see also 11.3).
4. The Complex S * and u+| -Homology
If P+s is a parabolic of type s, containing B
+, we recall the projection
?s : GB+  GP+s . This can be made into a continuous map by topo-
logizing BP+s appropriately, and the fibers ?
&1
s ?s (x) may be identified
with P1.
From now on we fix x| # B that corresponds to the isotropy group
B+| =HU
+
| . We abuse notation, and also denote by ?s , the projection to
a point ?&1s ?s (x|)  V. We let O
s
0 denote the sheaf of holomorphic func-
tions on P1r?&1s ?s (x|). Similarly one may consider the twisted version
Os* , sheaf of holomorphic sections of a line bundle L* , * # h*. We denote
p=l+n the parabolic subalgebras generated by b+| and b
+
|s and p =l+n ,
its opposite. This parabolic depends on | and s but we will ignore this
dependence in our notation. There is a parabolic subgroup of G, denoted
P=LN, where L is a finite dimensional group with Lie algebra l, and
PB+| r?&1s ?s (x|) if l(|s)<l(|). The line bundles L* that we are con-
sidering are homogeneous for L. We fix : a simple root for b&| with
s:=|s|&1. Then if * is integral L* will be defined. The sheaf O* will then
carry a U(l )-action. For each x # ?&1s ?s (x|), set (O
s
*)=Hombx+ & l
(U(l ), C*), formal power series.
(4.1) Notation. The functor 1h of (2.2) splits as 1h=1h, int1h, n . Here
1h, int(X )=[v # X : U(h) v in an h-semisimple module with integral weights
(for b&)]. Then, 1h(X )&1h, int(X )1h, n(X ), the integral and non-
integral parts, and if X is a g-module, this splitting respects the g-actions.
We also obtain 1 qh&1
q
h, int1
s
h, n for the derived functions. Similarly, the
auxiliary functors 1 h split as 1 h &1 h, int1 h, n and 1 qh &1
q
h, int1
q
h, n .
We will denote h=t:+h: with h:=h & [l, l] and t:=ker :.
(4.2) Definition. We define a complex of sheaves of g-modules on
?&1s ?s (x|)rP1 as follows
S *=1h Homp(U(g), R1h, int Os*).
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This can also be written as
S *=R1h, int Homp(U(g), Os*).
Or as h-modules, simply as the quasi-isomorphic complex
S *=U(n&)}
C
R1h, int O s* .
We now prove these statements:
(4.3) Lemma. Let h$ # h be such that h${0, h$ # h: . Assume that for all
c # C h$+c acts as a linear isomorphism on Xx=(O s*)x(O
s
*)x . Then h$+c
acts as an isomorphism on HomC (U(n+), Xx).
Proof. To prove surjectivity of h$++ we let 4 # Hom(U(n+), Xx) and
construct 40 as follows. We observe that since h$+c is invertible for any
c # C, we may consider for each u_ , _-eigenvector of the h-action on
U(n+)ad, 40(u_)=(h$&_++)&1 4(u_). This extends linearly to a map
40 : U(n+)  Xx . Now
((h$++) 40)(u_)=((h$&_++) 40)(u_)+_(40)(u_)
=(h$&_++)(h$&_++)&1 4(u_)
+(h$&_++)&1 4(&ad(h$) u_)+_(h$&_++)&1 4(u_)
=4(u_)+(_&_) 40(u_)=4(u_).
We now show injectivity. If (h$&+) 4=0, then (h$&+) 4(u_)=h$4(u_)&
+4(u_)&_4(u_)=0 and (h$&+&_) 4(u_)=0. Since h$+c is an
isomorphism of Xx for all c # C, 4(u_)=0 for all _ and thus 4=0. Q.E.D.
(4.4) Lemma. If h$ # h: , h${0 then for all c # C, h$+c is an isomorphism
of Xx for any * such that (*, :$ ) is integral.
Proof. We leave this to the reader. Consider just the relevant case *=0.
Then h acts by t(ddt) and the proof is an easy exercise involving this
operator.
(4.5) Lemma. Let 2 (U(n&)ad) denotes the weights of t: in U(n&)ad.
Choose h$ # t: such that if ;1 , ;2 # 2 (U(n&)ad), then ;1{;2 implies ;1(h$){
;2(h$). Then h$++ is a linear isomorphism of Y=HomC (U(n&)ad, (Os*)x)
U(n+)ad (O s*)x for x # ?
&1
s ?s (x|), + # h*.
Proof. We prove injectivity first. Assume we have 4 # HomC (U(n&),
(O*)x) and (h$++) 4=i, j 4i_j  f_, i where 4
i
_j (u;)=0, if U; is a ;-weight
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vector and ;{_j . We evaluate at u; to obtain (since h$f=*(h$) f for
f # (O*)x)
*(h$) 4(u;)&;(h) 4(u;)++(h$) 4(u;)=:
i, j
4i_j (u;) f_, i
thus
4(u;)=
1
*(h$)&;(h$)++(h$)
: 4i_j (u;) f_, i (if *&;++{0).
This implies that 4(u;)=0 except for finitely many ; ’s and therefore 4=0
in Y. For surjectivity, if we have 4 in HomC (U(n+)ad, (Os*)x), then we
define on the weight vectors u; ,
40(u;)=
4(u;)
*(h$)++(h$)&;(h$)
for *++{;.
We obtain that
(h$++) 40=4&4*++
where 4*++ is only non-zero on the *++ weight space of U(n+). Hence
we find that, modulo U(n+)ad (Os*)x , h$++ is surjective. Q.E.D.
(4.6) Proposition. We have
(a) R1h, int Hom C (U(n+), (O s*)x)&R1h, int Hom C (U(n
+), (Os*)x) for
any x # ?&1s ?s (x|).
(b) R1h, int Hom C (U(n+), (Os*)x)&U(n
&)ad R1h, int(O s*)x .
Proof. These are simple consequences of Lemmas (4.3), (4.4), (4.5) and
the following composition of functors spectral sequence: If h=h1+h2 , then
R1h1 R1h2(M )=R1h(M ), for any h-module M. For example, to obtain (a),
consider h=t:+h: . Lemma (4.3) implies R1h: HomC (U(n
+), (O s*)x)&
R1h: HomC (U(n
+), (Os*)x). Then application of R1t: to both sides gives
(a). For (b) we apply first R1Ch with h$ chosen as in (4.5). Q.E.D.
(4.7) Proposition. Let M be in O&int . Then the stalks of the cohomology
sheaves of R HomCh(M, S *) at any x # ?
&1
s ?s (x|) are given by
ExtkCh(M, S *)& :
p+q=k
4 phx*Homhx(Hq(u
+
x , M ), C*x). (4.8)
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Proof. Recall that Homb|+(U(g), C*)&Homp(U(g), Hombx+ & l (U(l ),
C*)). Applying R1h, int we obtain R1h, int Homp(U(g), Hombx+ & l (U(l ),
C*))&1h Homp(U(g), R1h, int Hombx+ & l (U(l ), C*)&1h Homp(U(g),
R1h, int(Os*)x) by (4.6). Now R HomU(g)(M, Hombx+(U(g), C*))r
R HomCh(M, R1h, intHombx+(U(g), C*)) (we have used that M is in O
&
int).
We obtain R HomU(g)(M, Hombx+(U(g), C*))&R Hom Ch(M, (S *)x). By
the same argument in (2.11),
ExtqU(g)(M, Hombx+(U(g), C*))& :
p+q=k
4 phx*Homhx(Hq(u
+
x , M ), C*).
This proves (4.7). Q.E.D.
(4.9) Computation of R1h, int(Os0). Consider first a point x # C
_/P1 &
?&1s ?s (x|) (with , C identified with the intersection, with the two
B&-orbits involved). We use R1h, int &R1t: b R1h: , int and first compute
R1h: , int . As in (2.3), we compute for each character Cn , n # Z the modules
#kh:(Cn  (O
s
0)x). Then we will apply H*(h: , ( . . . )) to obtain 1*h: .
Note that t(tdt)+n acts surjectively on (Os0)x and this implies
#1h:(Cn (O
s
0)x)=0 (see the proof of (2.5)). This shows that
R#h:(Cn (O
s
0)x)&#h:(Cn  (O
s
0)x). Now one may directly check that
#h:(Cn (O
s
0)x) is the C-vector space with basis [t
&n(ln t)k, k=0, 1, ...].
On this vector space t(tdt)+n acts with no cokernel. Hence
H 0(h: , #0h:(Cn (O
s
0)x))&Ct
&n and H 1(h: , #0h:(Cn (O
s
0)x))=0.
We obtain 1 0h:((O
s
0)&C[t, t
&1], 1 1h:((O
s
0)x)=0, and consequently
R1h, int(Os0)x&4t:*C[t, t&1] using (2.7).
For x=0 or  (corresponding to x| or x|s), we easily obtain
R1h, int(O s0)x&4h*1
0
h, int(O
s
0)x
&4h*{C[t]C[t&1]
x=0
x=.
If we write R1h, int(Os0)&R1t: b R1h:(O
s
0) we find that R1h, int(O
s
0)&
4t:*R1h:(O
s
0). Now 1
0
h, int(O
s
0) is a sheaf of functions contained in
C[t, t&1] with global sections consisting of the scalars C. The sheaf
1 1h:(O
s
0) consists of two skyscraper sheaves supported over 0 and .
The complexes of sheaves H*(h: , Cn Os0) that give the individual
weight spaces can be easily described. If we fix n{0 and denote by a, b the
inclusions
a : C_  C b : C  P1 for n<0
a : C_  C_ _ [] b : C_ _ []  P1 for n>0
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then
H*(h: , Cn Os0)&b!Ra*(1)
where 1 denotes a trivial sheaf.
For n=0 we obtain
H*(h: , Os0)&Rc*(1)
with c : C_  P1 the inclusion (this is the complex Os0 www
z(ddz)
Os0).
We easily obtain the cohomology H*(P1, R1h, int(Os0)) by noticing that
H*(P1, b! Ra*(1))=0 and H*(P
1, Rc
*
(1))&CC[&1]. Hence
R(?s)*(R1h: , int(O
s
0))&CC[&1]
and
?s*(R(?s)*(R1h, int(O
s
0)))&?s*R(?s)*(4t:*R1h: , int(O
s
0))
r4h*1P1 (4.10)
We have identified CC[&1]&4*h:*.
If we had considered the twisted case instead, then we would have
obtained
?s*R(?s)*(R1h, intO
s
*)&4h*F*[i ] (4.11)
where F* is an l-module which is irreducible and i=0 or &1 depending on
the sign of (*, :$ ).
Calculation of R(?s)* S *
If I
*
is a sheaf-injective resolution of R1h, intO s* , then U(n
+)ad }C I* is
a flabby resolution of U(n+)adC R1h, intOs* . By (4.6) this means we may
compute R(?s)*S * as 1h Homp(U(g), R(?s)* R1h, intO
s
*).
Using (4.10) we obtain
R(?s)* S * &1h Homp(U(g), R(?s)* R1h, int O
s
*) (4.12)
and
R(?s)*S * &1hHomp(U(g), F*[i ])4*h* (4.13)
with i=0 or &1 depending on the sign of (*, :$ ) . For *=0, we get the
generalized Verma module 1h Homp(U(g), C) with the appropriate shift
plus the extra term 4*h*.
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(4.14) Lemma. Let M be in O&int and (*, :$ ) integral as above. Then
R(?s)* R Hom Ch(M, S *)rR Hom Ch(M, R(?s)*S *).
Proof. We note that we may choose a sheaf injective resolution I
*
of S *
that consists of injective l-modules. Moreover, HomCh(M, Ip) will be sheaf
injective. This will allow us to write R(?s)* inside the Hom( . . . ), applying
it to I
*
instead.
The construction of Ik is easy. Note that any sheaf F of g-modules
imbeds into a product F  > (ix)! Fx which in turn imbeds into
> (ix)! HomC (U(g), Fx) which is sheaf injective and g-module injective.
(Here ix : [x]  ?&1s ?s(x|) denotes the inclusion.)
Now for O open
HomU(g) \M, `x # O (ix)! HomC (U(g), Fx)+
& `
x # O
HomU(g)(M, Hom C (U(g), Fx))
and
HomU(g) \M, `
x # ?s
&1?s(x|)
(ix)! HomC (U(g), Fx)+
& `
x # ?s
&1?s(x|)
(ix)! HomU(g)(M, HomC (U(g), Fx))
as sheaf. This is sheaf-injective. In the category Ch we simply use
1hHom C (U(g), Fx) instead of Hom C (U(g), Fx). Q.E.D.
(4.15) Remark. If we write *=_*0&|\ with *0 an integral
b&-dominant weight and s: b *=s: _*0&|\. Then if s: b *{* there are
maps
(a) M |s: b *  M
|
* if (*, :$ ) 0
(b) M |*  M
|
s: b * if (s: b *, :$ )0.
Proof of Remark. Note that if V* is a Verma module for l of heighest
weight * and (*:$ ) 0, then is a short exact sequence (since (*, :$ ) =
(_*0 , :$ )&1 and (s: b *, :$ ) =&(_*0 , :$ ) &1=&(*, :$ ) &2)
0  Vs: b *  V*  F*  0
and F* is a finite dimensional l-module.
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Now Homp(U(g), ...) is exact and application of 1h gives rise to the exact
sequence
0  M |s: b *  M
|
*  F*  0.
For (b) we proceed similarly.
We obtain:
(4.16) Proposition. Let M be in O&int , and assume * is integral,
s: b *{*. Then on ?&1s ?s(x|) we have that R(?s)*R Hom Ch(M, S *) isquasi-isomorphic to a complex induced by the maps in (4.15)
(a) 4h*R HomCh(M, M
|s
s: b *)  4h*R HomCh(M, M
|s
* ) if (*, :$ )
0
(b) 4h*R HomCh(M, M
|s
* )[&1]4h*R HomCh(M, M
|s
s: b *[&1]
if (s: b *, :$ )0.
Proof. The two-step complexes in (4.15) have as cohomology precisely
the g-module involved in (4.13), which is then tensored by 4h* and (or)
shifted. Q.E.D.
Relation between Different Homology Weights Case s: b *{*
Let *=_*0&|s\ and *s=s:_*0&|\=|s|&1(_*0&|s\) so that
s: b *=s:_*0&|s\. Recall s:=|s|&1 with s a simple reflection for b&.
(4.17) Proposition. Let M be in O&int with * integral and s: b *{*
and let l (|s)<l (|). Then if Homh(H*(u
+
|s , M), C*)=0 one has that
Homh(H*(u
+
| , M), C*s){0 implies Homh(H*(u
+
|s , M), Cs: b *){0.
Proof. The first condition, Homh(H*(u
+
|s , M), C*)=0 means by (4.8)
that R HomCh(M, S *) is supported on [x|]. The second condition simply
means, again by (4.8), that R HomCh(M, S *) is a non-zero sky-scraper
sheaf over [x|]. If we apply ?s*R(?s)* to R HomCh(M, S *) and use (4.16)
we obtain that the complexes there become quasi-isomorphic to
4h*R HomCh(M, M
|s
s: b *)[i ] with i=0 or &1. This is because by our
hypothesis R HomCh(M, M
|s
* )=0, (Ext
i
Ch
(M, M |s* )&Homh(Hi (u
+
|s , M ),
C*)). This implies that some Ext
k
Ch
(M, M |ss: b *) is non-zero and this finishes
the proof. Q.E.D.
(4.18) Corollary. Let M be in O&int , *=_*0&|s\, *s=s:_*0&|\.
Assume that * is integral, s: b *{* and (*, :$ )0. Then if
ExtkU(g)(M, M
|s
* )=0 for all k, one has
ExtkU(g)(M, M
|
*s)rExt
k&1
U(g)(M, M
|s
s: b *)
for all k. Q.E.D.
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(4.19) Remark and Definition. In (4.17) it is enough to consider M a
g-module which is h-semisimple, with integral weights; and such that the real
root vectors of u& act locally nilpotently. (This gives a B&-action.) Note that
(4.8) used here, only requires h-semisimplicity as well as (2.10).
We now formalize the conditions needed in (4.17). We say that a
g-module in Ch has a weakly compatible B&-action if it has an action of the
group B& and for all v # M, g # B&, X # g
(Ad(g) X )(gv)=gXv
this condition amounts to being able to twist the action on M by Ad(g),
and still obtain an isomorphic module. In particular ExtqU(g)(M, O*)
will have stalks which are constant along B&-orbits in B. In (4.17) the
constancy along B&-orbits is crucial so that the induction hypothesis reduces
us to a skyscraper sheaf over a P1.
The Complex S V
(4.20) We summarize and generalize the situation in (4.9)
(a) 1 qh, intO
s
*=0 for q>0, * integral
(b) #0hO
s
0 can be described simply has C[lnt], all polynomial expres-
sions in lnt, a locally defined branch of the logarithm (around zero or
infinity we simply have scalars).
Now this sheaf #0hO
s
0=C[lnt] acts by multiplication on O
s
* . We have
(c) 1 0h, intO
s
*=C[lnt] 1
0
h, intO
s
*
(d) Denote
E(*)=1 h Homp(U(g), 1 h, intOs*)
Now C[lnt] acts by multiplication on 1 0h Homp(U(g), 1
0
h, intO
s
*) and
1 0h Homp(U(g), C[lnt] 1
0
h, intO
s
*)=E (*).
Also R1hE (*)=S * .
(e) Since ?&1s ?s(x|)&P
1=PB+| we may consider more general
sheaves than O* . We start from a finite dimensional B+| -module V and con-
struct OsV on P
1 (V can also be allowed to be as in the proof of (6.4)). We
thus have (as in (4.6))
S V=1h Homp(U(g), R1h, intOsV)=U(n
&)adR1h, intOsV .
Now E (V )=1 h Homp(U(g), 1 h, intOsV) is just C[lnt] } 1
0
h Homp(U(g),
1 0h, intO
s
V) as in (d).
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Definition of P*0 S V . We now sketch the definition of an extension of
the P*0 of (1.1) (choosing generalized ‘‘infinitesimal character’’).
Recall that 1h Homb+|(U(g), V) is in category O (for b
&
| ). Hence
P*0 1h Homb+|(U(g), V) makes sense. Now P*01h Homp(U(g), 1h, intO
s
V)
also can be defined. Note that over C_/P1 we consider the module
generated by both P40 1h Homp(U(g), 1h, intO
s
V(O)), O=C or O=P
1&[0].
Now C[lnt] P*0 1h Homp(U(g), 1h, intO
s
V) is P*0E(V) by definition and,
as in (d) we set
P*0 S V=R1hP*0E (V).
( f ) As in (4.9), (4.14), the complex R(?s)*P*0 S V has cohomology
consisting of g-modules in category O for b&| .
5. Vanishing of Some Homology Weight Spaces
In this section we obtain a vanishing result for u+-homology. This result
and its generalization (6.4) is the basis to show that in the infinite dimen-
sional setting that for certain M, N, Ext*(M, N)=0 if M, N have different
‘‘infinitesimal characters’’ as in (1.1). In the finite dimensional case this is well
known. We recall that this vanishing formula: Ext*(M, N)=0 described
above is used to obtain an adjointness formula for ,:: and U: in Section 8.
We now must complement (4.18) by considering what happens when
s: b *=* in (4.17). We stick to the notation in Section 4. Let M be in O. If
p=l+n and we restrict M to l we find that the center of U(l) must act
locally finitely. This is so because the Casimir 0 of any element in the center
of U(l), must respect the weight spaces of M, and these are finite dimen-
sional. We also have
Assume s: b *=*. If M is in O&int , then P
l
*H*(n, M) consists of a direct
sum of finite length modules V in the category O for l (u& & l-locally nilpo-
tent). Take any irreducible constitutent V0 of V. One has
H0(u+ & l, V0)rH1(u& & l, V0)
(5.1)
H1(u+ & l, V0)&0&H0(u& & l, V0)
Using long exact sequences and induction on the length of V one obtains
H0(u+ & l, V)&H1(u& & l, V)
(5.2)
H1(u+ & l, V)=0=H0(u& & l, V)
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Now a HochschildSerre spectral sequence argument will give (for
*=_*0&|\, *$=_*0&|s\)
Homh(Hk(u+|s , M), C*$)&Homh(Hk+1(u
+
| , M), C*). (5.3)
(5.4) Proposition. Let s: b *=*=_*0&|\ and l (|s)<l (|). Denote
*$=_*0&|s\. If M is in O&int , one has,
Homh(Hk(u+| , M), C*)rHomh(Hk+1(u+|s , M), C*$).
Proof. This is (5.3). A proof along the lines of (4.17) can also be made
(see (6.4)). Q.E.D.
(5.5) Proposition. Suppose that *0 , + are both integral, *0 is b&-domi-
nant, [*0]=W*0 , +  W*0 . Let M be a module in O&+ . Then if *=_*0&|\,
we have Homh(H*(u
+
| , M), C*)=0 for all |.
Proof. We first consider the case |=e. We use (1.2) (b) and
ExtqCh(M, M *)rHq(u
+, M)* . Now we proceed by contradiction. Let |
of minimal length such that for some *$ # [_*0&|\, _ # W],
Homh(H*(u
+
| , M), C*$){0. Let s be such that l (|s)<l (|). If s: b *=* we
apply (5.3), where s:=|s|&1. If s: b *{* we apply (4.17). In any case, if
there is a | as defined above, we obtain a contradiction because
we may prove that |s with l(|s)<l (|) also will satisfy
Homh(H*(u
+
|s , M) C*$){0 for some *$ # [_*0&|s\, _ # W], contradicting
minimality of l (|). Q.E.D.
6. Vanishing of Some Ext Groups
(6.1) Definition. We denote O(b&| ) the category O that may be defined
with respect to b&| . When |=e we simply write O. We may also introduce
notation O(b&| )*0 and O(b
&
e )*0=O
&
*0 .
(6.2) Proposition. Assume [*0]=W*0 , [M]{[*0] with +, *0 integral.
Let M be in O&+ and N a dual of a Verma module in O*0(b
&
| ). Then
Ext*Ch(M, N)=0.
Proof. This is just (5.5).
(6.3) Corollary. Assume *0 is an integral b&| -dominant weight and
[*0]=W*0. For any M in O*0 and any k=0, 1, . . . the h-weights occurring in
Hk(u+| , M) have the form y*0&|\ for some y # W.
Proof. We use that Homh(Hk(u+| , M), C*)rExtkCh(M, M
|
* ), and we also
use (6.2). Q.E.D.
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(6.4) Proposition. Assume [*0]=W*0 and that M in Ch has a weakly
compatible B-action (4.19) and satisfies
(a) Ext*Ch(M, N)=0 for any N in O*0 .
(b) HomCh(M, N)=0 for any N in O*0(b
&
| ) and any | # W.
Then
Ext*Ch(M, N)=0
for any N in O*0(b
&
| ) and any | # W.
Proof. We proceed by induction on } and l (|) to prove
ExtkCh(M, N)=0. Note that if }=0, this follows from (b). For l (|)=0, this
is (a). We consider an inclusion N  P*0(MV)
t
. Note that V need not
be finite dimensional but P*0(MV) is in category O(b
&
| )*0 . We have an exact
sequence
0  N  P*0(MV)
t
 S  0
and an exact sequence for Ext groups
Ext}(M, P*0(MV)
t
)Ext}(M, S)Ext}+1(M, N)Ext}+1(M, P*0(MV)
t
).
If we could prove that Ext*(M, P*0(MV)
t
)=0, then from the exact
sequence Ext}(M, S)&Ext}+1(M, N). By induction Ext}(M, S)=0 and
Ext}+1(M, N)=0.
We now proceed as follows: We show that if Ext*Ch(M, P*0(MV)
t
){0,
then for some N$ in O*0(b
&
|s), (l(|s)<l (|)) one will necessarily have
Ext*Ch(M, N$){0 contradicting our induction hypothesis. The proof of this is
a generalization of the argument in (4.17). We sketch the main ingredients.
First write P*0(MV) as P*0 1hHomb|+(U(g), V
c) for suitable b+-module Vc
(a twisted dual of V). One may consider P*0 S V as in (4.20)(e). As in (4.17),
we apply ?s*(?s). The argument is now that found in (4.17) and N$ above
comes from the stalks of ?s*(?s)* P*0(O(V
c)) over a point corresponding b+|s
(after application of 1h). Q.E.D.
(6.5) Corollary. Assume that *0 , + are integral weights, [*0]=W*0 ,
+  [*0] and M, N are, respectively, objects in O&+ and O
&
*0 (b
|) , then
Ext*Ch(M, N)=0.
Proof. We have (1.2)(b) and also Hom(M, N)=0 (independently of |).
The last equality is true because if Hom(M, N){0 imbed N into
I*0V0=P*0 1h Homb+(U(g), V0), V0 possibly infinite dimensional b
+
| -module
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(h-semisimple, with finite dimensional weight spaces and finite dimensional
quotients). We obtain
Hom(M, 1h Homb|+(U(g), V0))&Homb|+(M, V0).
Now we can find a finite dimensional quotient V$0 of V0 such that the
composition M  V0  V$0 is non-zero. This gives that the composition
M$  I *0V0  I
*0
V$0
is non-zero. We can thus obtain from here Hom(M, N$){0 where M is in
O&+ and N$ a dual of a Verma module in O
&
*0 (b
&
| ) contradicting (6.2). Q.E.D.
7. Pushing to a Wall
In this section we will use again our blanket assumptions I, II, on g. We
introduce functors ,: , : as in [18]. Let s=s: where : is simple for b& or
any other Borel subalgebra conjugate to b& which may be convenient.
Denote by m: an element of h* that satisfies (m: , ;2 )=$:, ; for any other
; which is simple for b&. To the weight m: which is dominant integral for
b& we may attach irreducible modules Lm: and L&m: ; these are unique
irreducible quotients if U(g)U(b&) Cm: and U(g)U(b+) C&m: respectively.
The Functor ,:
Given M in O&\&m: the module Lm: M is in O
&
int and we may define
,:(M)=P\(Lm: M), a summand of Lm: M. Since the functor P\ is
exact, ,: is an exact functor.
The Functor :
We now consider L&m: M with M in O
&
\ finitely generated. The dif-
ficulty that arises, to be able to apply a functor P\&m: , is that this tensor
product need not be in category O.
(7.1) Definition. We define :M to be the largest quotient of
L&m: M in category O
&
\&m: (an other such quotient factors through :M)
this g-module :M will be seen to exist for any M in O&\&m: .
(7.2) Lemma. Assume that we have an identity of weights of the form
y(\&m:)&\=_\&\+#
with # a weight in L&m: and y, _ # W. Then y=_ or y=_s: and y=&_m: .
Proof. We assume _=e, (the proof can be easily reduced to this case).
Write y(\&m:)&\=&m:&A with A a positive integral combination of
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roots in b&. Similarly y=&m:&B with B a positive integral combination
of roots in b+. The identity becomes A=B. Hence A=B=0 and y=e
or s: . Q.E.D.
(7.3) Lemma. We have
(a) :M|\&\ &M|(\&m:)&\
(b) For any finite dimensional b&-quotient W of L&m: C|\&\
containing a non-zero vector v|m: v$&|\&\(v|m: , v$&|\&\ weight vectors,
weights indicated by subindices)
:M|\&\=P\&m:(MW)
Proof. We use (7.2), (1.1) and that L(&m(:))M|\&\ r
M(L&m(:)C|\&\).
(7.4) Notation. Denote by R the map R: M(L(&m(:)V) 
L(&m(:)M(V) which gives an isomorphism of the two g-modules. This
map sends uv1 v2 to u(v1 v2), where u is in U(u+), v1 v2 in
L(&m(:)V).
(7.5) Lemma. Let V be any finite dimensional b&-module, h-semisimple.
(a) Let chP\MV= m|chM|\&\ ( finite sum) then :P\MV exists
and
ch:M\MV=:
W
m|chM|(\&m:)&\
= :
W(s)
(m|+m|s) chM|(\&m:)&\
(b) :P\MV is a summand of P\&m:MW for finite dimensional and suf-
ficiently large b&-quotient W of L&m: V.
(c) If x # P\&m:MW corresponds to an element of :P\MV , xL {0 (see
(7.4)).
Proof. This follows from (7.3). Q.E.D.
(7.6) Lemma. Consider the map
ML&m:V  :P\MV
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in (7.5). Then there is a finite dimensional b&-quotient L of L&m: such that the
diagram
ML&m:V wwww :P\MV
MLV
is commutative. For any L$ a b&-quotient of L&m: such that L$  L is surjec-
tive and L&m:  L factors as L&m:  L$  L, we have that the diagram
ML$V wwww :P\MV
MLV
is commutative.
Proof. Note HomU(g)(M L$V , :P\MV)&Homb&(L$V, :P\MV).
Also L&m: V and :P\MV have only finitely many weight in common;
thus we may choose L containing all these common weight spaces. The map
L$V  LV has in its kernel K only weight spaces K+ which have to be
in the kernel of any map L&m: V  :P\MV (+ is not a common weight).
Thus any map L$V  :P\MV must factor through LV  :P\MV ;
and ML$B  :P\MV factors through M LV  :P\MV . Q.E.D.
(7.7) Lemma. A map
P\MV  P\MW
(V, W finite dimensional h-semisimple b&-modules) induces
:P\MV  :P\MW .
There are finite dimensional quotients Vr of L&m: V, Wr of L&m: W such
that the diagram
:P\MV :P\MW
(7.8)
P\&m:(MVr) ww P\&m:(MWr)
is commutative and the vertical arrow are injective (giving rise to summands).
Proof. Note that L&m: MV maps to L&m: MW . This induces
ML&m:V  M L&m:W . Let Wr be a large enough quotient of L&m: W (as
in 7.5 and 7.6) then we obtain a map in HomU(g)(ML&m:V , MWr)
=HomU(b+)(L&m: V, MWr). Note that L&m: V, MWr only have finitely
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many weights in common and we can find Vr finite dimensional (as large as
wanted) such that ML&m:V  MWr factors as MVr  MWr . Now
P\&m:MVr  P\&m: MWr induces :P\MV  :P\MW . Also, we remark
that ML&m:V contains L&m: P\MV as summand and similarly with
ML&m:W . The map M L&m:V  M L&m:W sends L&m: P\MV to
L&m: P\MW . Q.E.D.
(7.9) Lemma. Let V  W be an injective map of finite dimensional
h-semisimple b&-modules. Then P\MV  P\MW induces an injection
:P\MV  :P\MW . Q.E.D.
(7.10) Lemma. Consider V, W as above and let LV obtained as in 7.6 for
V. Let LW be any finite dimensional quotient of L&m: , large enough so that
LW  LV is surjective and :P\MW is a summand of P\&m:(M LWW). Then
we have a commutative diagram
P\&m:(MLW V) ww P\&m:(MLW W) ww :P\MW
P\&m:(MLVV) wwwwwwwwwwww :P\MV
Proof. The map P\&m:(M LWV)  P\&m:(M LWW) induces the injec-
tion :P\MW  :M\MW of (7.9). Note then that, as in 7.6,
P\&m:(M LWV)  :P\MV
factors through P\&m:(M LVV).
(7.11) Lemma. Let V=k Vk , V an h-semisimple b&-module with finite
dimensional weight spaces. Let Vk /Vk+1 /.. . be an increasing union of finite
dimensional b&-modules. Then :P\MV=k :P\MVk (increasing union).
Proof. First recall that :P\MVk  :P\MVk+1 in injective. We use
(7.10) to define a map ML&m:V  k :P\MVk . Define ML&m:Vk 
:P\MVk which factors through M LkVk as in (7.6). Then, for
ML&m:Vk+1  :P\MVk+1 we have (if Lk+1 is a larger quotient and Lk+1
 Lk is surjective)
M L&m:Vk+1 ww M Lk+1Vk+1 ww :P\MVk+1 (7.12)
M L&m:Vk ww M Lk+1Vk ww :P\MVk (7.13)
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the map in the lower horizontal arrow factors (7.10) as
ML&m:Vk ww MLk+1Vk wwww :P\MVk
(7.14)
MLkVk
Hence the two maps (using Lk+1 or Lk) agree on M L&m:Vk . This shows
that we are extending compatibly from M L&m:Vk to M L&m:Vk+1 . We
obtain
.
k
M L&m:Vk  .
k
:P\MVk (7.15)
giving the desired map ML&m:V   :P\MVk . Q.E.D.
(7.16) Lemma. For any M in O&\ , : M exists and is a quotient of
:P\MV where V is a b&-module as in (7.11).
Proof. We use that L&m: P\MV  M&m: M is surjective. Q.E.D.
(7.17) Notation. Define T(M) as the kernel of L(&m(:))M  :(M).
(7.18) Proposition. Let M be of the form P\(MV), V as in (7.11). Then
if A=Ch , ExtA(T(M), N)=0, for any N of the form P\&m(:)1h
Homb+(U(g), W), W a finite dimensional b+-module.
Proof. Denote the category of h-semisimple b+-modules by B=Cb+ .
Now we have for any X in Ch , ExtqA(X, 1h Homb+(U(g), W)rExtqB (X, W).
From the short exact sequence:
0  T(P\(MV))  L(&m(:))P\(MV)  :(P\(MV))  0
it is enough to check that ExtqB (X, W)=0, q>0 for X=L(&m(:))
P\(MV), X=:(P\(MV)). For L(&m(:))P\(MV), we have L(&m(:))
MV rML(&m(:))V , therefore L(&m(:))P\(MV), which is as sum-
mand there, is projective in B. We conclude that ExtqB (X, W)=0 q>0 in
this case. For X=:(P\(MV)), we first take an injective resolution I*, of W.
The construction 1h HomC(U(u+), ...) sends an object with weights con-
tained in 2(u&)W, into another module with weights contained in the
same set. We also remark that 2(:(P\(MV)))/2(U(u+)C&m(:)) and
the weight spaces of :(P\(MV)) are finite dimensional in particular for
any fixed weight * there is k0 such that (the multiplicity)
[*, :(P\(MV))]=[*, :(P\(MV(k)))] if k>k0 . Here V= V(k), and each
V(k) is a finite dimensional b+-module (we also use 7.11). Thus the
map induced by the inclusion :(P\(MV(K))  :(P\(MV)), gives an
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isomorphism for k large and for all q: Homb+(:(P\(MV)), Iq) 
Homb+(:(P\(MV(k))), Iq). Since :(P\(MV(k))) is U(u+) free,
ExtB
q(:(P\(MV)), W)=0 q>0. Q.E.D.
(7.19) Definition: The functor H: . We now construct a left exact
functor H: . This construction gives a functor which is in principle different
from : , but which should agree with : (although this is not known and
remains an open question); We denote 1h the h-semisimple vectors. Define
H: M as the largest submodule in category O
&
\&m(:) of
1h HomC(L(m(:)), M).
Note that
1h HomC(L(m(:)), M)r1h HomC(L(m(:))Mc, C).
Therefore there as injection (:Mc)c  1h HomC(L(m(:)), M). Similarly to
(7.3) one has that H: M
t
|\&\ has a submodule and a quotient of the form
M t|\&\ , M
t
|\&\ with s corresponding to :. The precise relation between the
two functors is (H: (M
t))tr:M.
(7.20) Proposition. We have (A=Ch)
(a) Ext*A(P\&m(:)(MV), 1h HomC(L(m(:)), Mt|\&\))rExt*A(P\&m(:)(MV),
H: M
t
|\&\)
(b) For any M in O&\ , Ext*A(M, 
H
: M
t
|\&\)rExt*A(,:M, M t|\&\).
Proof. Fix *=|\&\. We have 1h HomC(L(m(:)), 1h Homb+(U(g),
C*)r1h Homb+(U(g), L(&m(:)C*). Therefore Ext*A(P\&m(:)(MV),
1h HomC(L(m(:)), 1h Homb+(U(g), C*))rExtA*(P\&m(:)(MV), 1h Homb+
(U(g), L(&m(:)C*))rExt*b+, h-semisimple (P\&m(:)(MV), L(&m(:)
C*). Since P\&m(:)(MV) is projective in the category of h-semisimple b+-
modules, we obtain only one non-zero Ext, namely Homb+(P\&m(:)(MV),
L(&m(:)C*). Denote 2(. . .) the set of weights of an h-module. Next we
observe that if 2(V)/2(U(u+)) then 2(MV)=2(U(u+)V)/2(U(u+)).
But 2(L(&m(:)C*)/2(U(u&)C*). This means that there are
only finitely many weights in common in the two modules
P\&m(:)(MV), L(&m(:)C* . There is a finite dimensional b+-submodule
V$ in L(&m(:)C* such that
Homb+(P\&m(:)(MV), L(&m(:)C*)
=Homb+((P\&m(:)(MV), V$)
rHomU( g)(P\&m(:)(MV), 1h Homb+(U( g), V$))
=HomU( g)(P\&m(:)(MV), H: M
t
|\&\).
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To prove (b), take a resolution of M by modules of the form
P\&m(:)(MV). Denote by R* this resolution. Now R HomA(R*, 
H
: M
t
|\&\)
r R HomA(R* , 1h HomC(L(m(:)), M
t
|\&\)) r R HomA(L(m(:))  R*,M t|\&\))rR HomA(,:R* , M
t
|\&\)). By exactness of ,: , this becomes
R HomA(,:M, M t|\&\)). Q.E.D.
(7.21) Proposition. There is a non-zero map
:M t|\&\  (:M|\&\)
t. (7.22)
Proof. We first describe the map that is involved. Assuming first that
l (|)<l (|s). We have
M t|\&\  ,: M
t
|(\&m(:))&\  L(m(:))M
t
|(\&m(:))&\ . (7.23)
We obtain a composition of maps, denoted by f:
L(&m(:))M t|\&\  L(&m(:))L(m(:))M
t
|(\&m(:))&\
 M t|(\&m(:))&\ . (7.24)
(7.25) Adjointness Formulas. The following adjointness formulas are
easy to obtain:
HomU(g)(M, ,: N)rHomU(g)(:M, N), (7.26)
assuming M in O&\ and N is in O
&
\&m(:)
HomU(g)(M, H: N)rHomU(g)(,:M, N) (7.27)
assuming M in O&\&m(:) and N is in O
&
\ .
Proof. We only prove one of them:
HomU(g)(M, H: N)rHomU(g)(M, 1h HomC(L(m(:)), N)
=HomU(g)(M, HomC(L(m(:)), N)
=HomU(g)(L(m(:))M, N)
=HomU(g)(,: M, N).
(7.28) An Ad Hoc Definition of U:i . We define (set :=:i), U:M for
M=M t|\&\ or M|\&\ .
U: M=M  %:M  M
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%: M=,: :M|\&\ if M=M|\&\ , %: M=,:(: M t|\&\)
t if M=M t|\&\ .
The arrows are given in terms of the unique non-zero maps which exist in
the two cases.
(7.29) Remark. A map f: M{\&\  M|\&\ induces a map U:f :
U: M{\&\  U: M|\&\ . This is because the functor M  %:M induces %:f.
We obtain:
(7.30) If s is a simple reflection corresponding to : and l(|s)<l(|).
The map f : M|\&\  M|s\&\ induces the zero map U: f: U:M|\&\ 
U: M|s\&\ .
Proof. Note that this map is a map in the derived category of com-
plexes of Lie algebra modules of the form M  M[&1].
Appendix to Section 7
(A.7.0) Proposition. Let M=P\(MV), V and h-semisimple b+-module
with finite dimensional weight spaces as in (7.11). Then if N is a dual of a
Verma module of heighest weight zero in O&\&m(:)(b
&
| ), Ext*A(T(M), N)=0,
A=Ch . In particular Ext*A(L(&m(:))M, N)rExt*A(:M, N).
Proof. We use (6.4). The conditions there are satisfied because
L(&m(:)) and M have B&-actions. Therefore L(&m(:))M and T(M)
have weakly compatible actions as in (4.19). Next, we have (7.18) and we
must only show that if N is in O&\&m(:)(b
&
| ), Hom(T(M), N)=0. Using
P\MV=M \V mapping to M, we can reduce this to Hom(T(M
\
V), N)=0.
Now any non-zero map T(M \V)  N gives rise to a non-zero map
T(M \V(k))  N for V(k)/V a finite dimensional submodule. We can thus
reduce this to the case T(M|\&\)  N.
Now T(M|\&\) contains a submodule of the form, MW for W contained
in L(&m(:))C|\&\ . The quotient T(M|\&\)MW is in the category O.
Also W and N have only finitely many common weights. Therefore
T(M|\&\)  N factors through a category O quotient of T(M|\&\). We
are now reduced to (6.5).
(A.7.1) Lemma. Let M be in O&\&m(:) and N is a dual of a Verma module
in O&\ (b
&
| ). Then R HomA(M, 
H
: N)rR HomA(,:M, N), A=Ch .
Proof. This is analogous to the proof of (A.7.0). We consider
HomC(L(m(:), O*), with * of the form |\&\. Now O(|(\&m(:))&\)
maps into HomC(L(m(:), O|\&\). We will simply write :O* 
HomC(L(m(:), O|\&\), O(|(\&m(:))&\)=:O* , and the quotient is
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denoted T(O*). What needs to be done is to show that
R HomU(g)(M, T(O*))=0. This will be enough because it implies that
R HomU(g)(M, HomC(L(m(:), O*))rR HomU(g)(M, :O*). Now the left
side is also quasi-isomorphic to R HomU(g)(L(m(:)M, O*). In turn this
can easily be seen to be quasi-isomorphic to R HomU(g)(,: M, O*) using
(6.5).
The chain complex R HomU(g)(M, HomC(L(m(:), O*))rR HomU(g)(L(m(:)
M, O*), corresponds to L(m(:)M which has a B&-action and it will be
cohomologically constant along B&-orbits. Using this, R HomU( g)(M,
T(O*)) will also be cohomologically constant along B&-orbits. We use
induction over the codimension of a ‘‘stratum’’ B_. The case of codimen-
sion zero is (7.20) (b). We may concentrate our attention on a copy of
P1=?&1s ?s(x_), l (_s)<l (_). Then we can argue similarly to 4.17: Assume
R HomU(g)(M, T(O*)) is non-zero on ?&1s ?s(x_), then it must be a supported
on one point by our induction. Application of ?s*R?s* gives a chain complex
with non-zero cohomology on some points of a stratum B_s where induction
holds. We can then proceed in several ways, for example, one can show that
?s*R?s*R HomU(g)(M, T(O*))rHomU(g)(M, ?s*R?s*T(O*)) as in the proof
of (4.14) or (8.1) below. Note for this that ?s*R?s*R HomU(g)(M, :O*)
 ?s*R?s*R HomU(g)(M, HomC(L(m(:), O|\&\)), becomes R HomU(g)(M,
?s*R?s*:O*)  R HomU(g)(M, HomC(L(m(:), ?s*R?s*O|\&\)). The cone
?s*R?s*R HomU(g)(M, T(O*)) becomes R HomU(g)(M, ?s*R?s*T(O*)) which
is what we wanted. Also one can show (as in 4.15) that it is possible to sub-
stitute T(O|s\&\)  T(O|\&\), (l (|s)<l (|)), instead of ?s*R?s*T(O*). We
can show this by using that, ?s*R?s*O|s\&\ can be substituted by
O|s\&\  O|\&\ in R HomU(g)(M, . . .). This is true because the kernel of
this map can be seen to be contained in ?s*R?s*O|s\&\ . Using our ‘‘regular
singularities’’ results, R HomU(g)(M, ?s*R?s*O|s\&\) agrees with the coho-
mology of a double complex R HomU(g)(M, O|s\&\  O|\&\). We now
apply this to L(m(:)M instead of M. This gives that R HomU(g) L(m(:)
 M, ?s*R?s*O|s\&\) r R HomU(g)(L(m(:)M, O|\&\  O|\&\) r
R HomU(g)(M, HomC(L(m(:), O|s\&\)  HomC(L(m(:), O|\&\)). With
O|(\&m(:))&\ we simply obtain zero when ?s*R?s* is applied. Now since this
substitution is allowed for two of three terms in a distinguished triangle, it
follows that it is possible to substitute T(O|s\&\)  T(O|\&\), (l (|s)<
l (|)) in R HomU(g)(M, . . .), instead of ?s*R?s*T(O*). Now we obtain a con-
tradiction of our induction hypothesis, because at least one of the
R HomU(g)(M, T(O|s\&\)) or R HomU(g)(M, T(O|\&\)) must be non-zero
over points in B_s.
(A.7.2) Lemma. Let M be a dual of a Verma module in O&\ and N is a
dual of a Verma module of heighest weight &|m(:) in O&\&m(:)(b
&
| ). Then
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(a) Ext*A(T(M), N)=0
(b) Ext*A(M, ,:(N)rExt*A(:M, N), A=Ch .
Proof. Let R* be a resolution of M by modules of the form P\(MV)
with V an h-semisimple b&-module with finite dimensional weight spaces.
We have, using (6.2), M _&_m(:)=:M
_
0, : applied to the Verma module of
highest weight zero in O&\&m(:)(b
&
_ ).
Ext*A(M, ,:(M _&_m(:))
t )rExt*A(M, 1h HomC(L(&m(:)), (M _&_m(:)) t )
rExt*A(L(&m(:))R*, (M
_
&_m(:))
t)
rExt*A(:R*, (M
_
&_m(:))
t), A=Ch .
Now we must show that the chain complex C=:R* , does not have any
cohomology in negative degree. This will establish (a) and (b).
Assume that C=:R* has a non-zero cohomology module Z in degreek<0, we have, a spectral sequence, Ext\A(H
&q(C), H: ((M
_
0)
t)) O
Ext p+qA (C, 
H
: ((M
_
0)
t)) for any Y=M_0 Verma module of heighest weight
zero, with respect to a Borel subalgebra b&_ . Use A.7.1 to write:
Ext pA(Z, 
H
: (Y
t))rExt pA(,:Z, Y t)=Ext pA(Z$, Y t), Z$=,:Z,
we apply our results computing nilpotent homology of a dual of a Verma
module, which have been postponed to Section 9, and no not use this
lemma. The computation there implies that Homh(H\(u_ , L_\&\), C){0
exactly when p=l (_), Homh(Hr(u{ , L_\&\), C){0 implies r<l ({). Now
for some _, Homh(Hp(u_ , Z$), C)=ExtA p(Z$, Y t){0, p=l (_). This
gives a contribution to Extl(_)+kA (C, 
H
: (Y
t)).
From the original description of ExtA*(C, H: (Y
t)) as Ext*A(M,
,:(H: (Y
t )) t) and the result in (9.5)(b), if we obtain a non-zero
cohomology group of Extr(C, H: (Y
t)) then r must be less than or equal
l (_). This contradiction implies that C=:R* only has cohomology
in degree zero. Moreover, taking Euler characteristics we see that
chH0(: R*)=7(&1)
k ch: P\(MV(k))=chM. Note that the functor :
being right exact, the map : P\(MV(0)  :M t_\&\ is surjective and
H0(:R*)r: M
t
_\&\ . We conclude H
0(:R*)r: M. Therefore
Ext*Ch(M, ,:(M
_
&m(:))
t)rExt*Ch(:M, (M
_
&m(:))
t )).
(A.7.3) Proposition. Let M be the O&\ . Then if N is a dual of a Verma
module in O&\ (b
&
| ), R HomA(M, ,:: N)rR HomA(M, L(m(:)):N).
Proof. This follows from (6.5). Q.E.D.
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8. Adjointness and Geometric Interpretation of U:
Notation and Remarks. Let D be (B+)t-module possibly infinite
dimensional, such that if we fix a basis [ei] all the functions hi in
gd= hi (g)ei are holomorphic. We will say that D is a holomorphic
(B+) t-module. This means concretely that for any finite product
>i exp (si Xi) where each Xi is either a real root, or an element in
h, (s1 , ..., sn)  h(>i exp (siXi)) is holomorphic in the variables si . Let
p1 : Gt  GB+ be the projection. Fix Z a finite dimensional (B+) t-
module, o

(HomC(D, Z)) is the sheaf on GB+, of (holomorphic) sections
defined on open sets on GB+ of Gt_(B+)t (HomC(D, Z)). This means
that for a fixed open set U in GB+, we consider functions
f : p&11 : U  HomC(D, Z) having the property of being holomorphic: if d
is in D, f (u)(d ), viewed as a function from U into Z is holomorphic.
These functions satisfy f (gb)=b&1f (g) in order to be sections of
Gt_(B+)t (HomC(D, Z)).
Now, if Z is finite dimensional, HomC(L(m), o(Z))&o
(HomC(L(m), Z)),
m=m: or m=&m: , as sheaves of g-modules. The following maps give
this isomorphism: To an element 4 in HomC(L(m), o(Z)) we associate,
4  T(4), T(4) in o

(HomC(L(m), Z)), T(4)(g)(d )=4(gd)(g), d in L(m).
Here gd= hi (g)ei (this is a finite sum for each fixed g),
4(gd )(g)= hi (g) 4(ei)(g). This is in o(Z) for each d. An inverse map
can also be defined: If f is in o

(HomC(L(m), Z)), R( f )(g)(d )=
f (g)(g&1d )= hi (g&1f (g)(ei). Note that this is a map of Gt-modules.12
In particular recall that the action of Gt is used to define the Lie algebra
action on generators ei , fi , in h, as in Section 1, and that the relations
(D1), ..., (D5) have to be verified. Since these relations are satisfied on
o(Z), and thus on HomC(L(m), o(Z)), then the same construction will
give rise to a Lie algebra action on o

(HomC(L(m)Z)) because of the
Gt-isomorphism.
Summary of Notation Introduced Below. Recall that ,::O0 is by defini-
tion a sheaf of the form O(V) and not a functor applied to O0 . We will
define below a chain complex U:O0 involving ,::O0 . We will also intro-
duce other sheaves or complexes of sheaves that will substitute
O0 , ,:: O0 , U:O0 in some concrete situations. Here are some of the sub-
stitutions: U:O0 is a substitute for ?s*R?s*O0 . The sheaf E* is a substitute
for ,:: O0 , in a situation when we need ,: :O0 to be contained in
HomC(L(&m:), O(&m(:))). In this case we also need to substitute a
sheaf O*0 instead of O0 . Now the chain complex U:O0 , where
HomC(L(&m:), O(&m(:))) takes the place of ,: :O0 , is a substitute for
U: O0 in (8.3) below. This chain complex has the form U:O0=
O*0  HomC(L(&m:), O(&m(:)))  O0 . There is a quasi-isomorphism
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R HomU(g)(M, U:O0)  R HomU(g)(M, U:O0).
Casimir Action. The Casimir operator 0 acts on U(g) U(b+) W if W is
a two dimensional indecomposable b+-module with weights 0, : dual to V.
Writing U(g) U(b+) W=U(u&)W, we have 0=0l l+RN, on this
module, with R: U(u&)  U(u&), R(u)=uX&: , N: W  W a nilpotent
matrix, N2=0. This is due to a term of the form X&: X: in the Casimir.
In particular 0&0l acts by RN. This operator induces a g-map on:
HomC(U(g) U(b+) W), C)&HomU(b +)(U(g), V). This can now be done
for each b+x with x in B and we obtain a map that preserves O(V)x . In
terms of locally defined functions from G, to V, L(Ad(g)X&:)=R(X&:)
denotes the infinitesimal action of Ad(g)X&:=i fi (g)Xi , (finite sum for
each fixed g) on the left, and we can write the action of the Casimir as
f  L(Ad(g)X&:)Nf= fi (g)L(Xi)Nf, where N: V  V is also a nilpotent
operator.
Casimir Operator on o

(HomC(L(m(:), C&m(:))). The Casimir operator
0 acts on L(m(:))U(g) U(b +) C&m(:) rU(g) U(b +)L(m(:))C&m(:) .
Writing U(g) U(b +) L(m(:))C&m(:)=U(u&)L(m(:))C&m(:) , we
have the Casimir 0=lP+ R(X i&;)N(X i;), [X i&;] basis of the
&; weight space, acting on this module, with R(X&;): U(u&) 
U(u&), R(u)=uX&; , each N(X&;): L(m(:))C&m(:)  L(m(:))C&m(:)
a nilpotent matrix. The P is a quadratic term in U(h). In particular
0&lP acts by  R(X&;)N(X;). This operator induces a map on:
HomC(U(g)U(b+) L(m(:))C&m(:)), C)rHomU(b +)(U(g), HomC(L(m(:)),
C&m(:)). In particular, any eigenspace of the Casimir operator acting on
this space becomes a summand. This can now be done for each b+x with x
in B and we obtain a map that preserves o

(HomC(L(m(:), C&m(:)))x . In
terms of locally defined functions from G to HomC(L(m(:), C&m(:)),
L(Ad(g) X&;)=k fk(g)Xk , (finite sum for each fixed f, [Xk] a basis),
denotes the infinitesimal action of Ad(g)X&; , on the left, and corresponds
to the action on the right of X&; and we can write the action of
the Casimir as: f is sent to the function that to each g$, assigns the linear
map
v  , ( f (g$), Pv)+: (L(Ad(g$) X&;) f (g$), N(X;) v).
We obtain
Ker 0/o

(HomC(L(m(:), C&m(:)).
The Sheaf O*0 and the Map L(&m:)O
*
0  O(&m(:)). We have a
map L(m:)O(&m(:))HomC(L(&m:), O(&m(:))O

(HomC(L(&m:),
C&m(:)). Denote this map by f, composition of these to maps. The right
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side also contains E*= the 0-generalized eigenspace of 0 (O(L(k)), L(k)
a finite dimensional b+-quotient of L(m:)C&m(:)).
Let E7=f &1(E*)/L(m:)O(&m(:)). Denote by E7 the sheaf
f &1(E) contained in L(m:)O(&m(:). Using the arguments in Section 2.1
concerning the analog of ‘‘regular singularities’’, if M is in category
O&int , R HomU(g)(M, E
*)rR HomU(g)(M, ,: :O0). Note that E* and
O(L(k)) have common h-semisimple vectors (or polynomial sections) over
a point x| . This means that for our purposes, E* is as good as ,:: O0).
We then have in particular Ker 0  E*, O*0 =E
*Ker 0 and a map
O*0 &0  E
*  HomC(L(&m:), O(&m(:)). This map produces a map
L(&m:)O*0  O(&m(:)).
A Map L(m:)O(&m(:))  ,: :O0 and a Map HomC(L(&m:),
O(&m(:)))  ,:: O0 . We have a map, L(m:)O(&m(:)) 
HomC(L(&m:), O(&m(:)))rO

(HomC(L(&m:), C&m(:))). Now the b+-
submodule C&m(:)+: C&m(:) of L(&m:) gives rise to a map of b+-
modules, and B +-modules, HomC(L(&m:), C&m(:))  HomC(C&m(:)+: 
C&m(:) , C&m(:)). Thus we obtain (setting V=C&: C0), L(m:)
O(&m(:))  o(HomC(C&m(:)+: C&m(:) , C&m(:)))=o(V)r(by defini-
tion)r,::O0 . Note that under the map HomC(L(&m:), O(&m(:))) 
,: :O0 , the sheaf E* maps surjectively to ,::O0 . The sheaf
O*0 =E
*Ker 0 maps to ,::O0Ker 0=O0 inside ,::O0 .
Note that O*0  HomC(L(&m:), O(&m(:)))  O0 determines a chain
complex. This chain complex, denoted U:O0 will be used in one occasion
instead of another chain complex O0  ,::O0  O0 which we now
describe.
We now take V as above, such that ,: :O0=o(V). In particular, V is
a B+-module having the weights 0, &:.
The Chain Complex U:O0 . Recall that there is a short exact sequence
Os\&\  ,:: O0  O0 . The chain complex U:O0 is by definition a chain
complex O0  ,:: O0  O0 . The maps are given as follows: we have
,: :O0=o(V) and the weight zero appears as a b+-quotient in V. There-
fore ,: :O0  O0 is a surjection. For the second map, the Casimir operator
gives a map: 0: o(V)  Os\&\ . The sub-sheaf Os\&\ is in the kernel. There-
fore we also obtain a map of sheaves of g-modules O0  Os\&\ . The com-
position with the injective map, Os\&\  ,: :O0 , gives O0  ,::O0 . This
construction U:O0 is a chain complex: It is enough to check that for each
x in GB+, (O0)x&d  ,: :(O0)x&d  (O0)x is a chain complex. Taking
hx -semisimple vectors (hx a Cartan subalgebra in a Borel attached to x) we
are left with a chain complex (O0)x rN, for a dual of Verma module N.
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Also (O0)x  ,::(O0)x  (O0)x can be imbedded inside (N c)* 
,: :(Nc)*  (Nc)*, dual to Nc  ,::Nc  Nc, where Nc the space of hx-
semisimple vectors in N*=HomC (N, C). Now dd=0 because dd=0 for
the analogous maps in (Nc)*  (,::(Nc))*  (Nc)*. If we let M denote
the sheaf ?s*?s*O0 then from the description of 0 given above
MC Ker(0&c)  H&1U: O0 , we obtain a map M[1]  U:O0 . This gives
a map M[1]r?s*R?s*O0[1]  U:O0 .
A Quasi-Isomorphism R HomU(g)(M, U:O0)  R HomU(g)(M, U:O0).
Denote the chain complex (given below) O*0  E
*  O0 by E:O0 .
We have maps of chain complexes U:O0  E: O0  U:O0 .
O0 ,: :O0 O0
O*0 E
* w ,::O0 w O0
O*0 ww HomC(L(&m:), O(&m(:))) ww O0
These are not necessarily quasi-isomorphisms. However if M is in category
O&\ , these maps do induce quasi-isomorphisms on R HomU(g)(M, . . .).
The reason is simply that R HomU(g)(M, E*)rR HomU(g)(M, ,:: O0)
(using the ‘‘regular singularities’’ results), and R HomU(g)(M, E*)r
R HomU(g)(M, HomC(L(&m:), O(&m(:))). On the level of stalks this is
just 1.2. Again we use the ‘‘regular singularities’’ results.
Remark. Recall the sheaf V on GtU +, also described as
k=1, . . . O(Vk). We can define ,: :V by k=1, . . . O(V

Vk), V

an
indecomposable b+-module having the weights 0, &: and Vk the vectors
v in #h(U(h)) such that hkv=0. Let X=X{ be the union B{ _ B{s . Now
R HomU(g)(M, V)lp&1 Xrp*P+X (M).
(8.1) Proposition. Let M be in o&\ . Then the map M[1]  U:O0
induces a quasi-isomorphism: R HomU(g)(M, M[1])  R HomU(g)(M, U:O0).
In particular, there is a quasi-isomorphism R HomU(g)(M, U: O0)[&1]r
?s*R?s*R HomU(g)(M, O0).
Proof. It is enough to verify that R HomU(g)(M, M[1])x 
R HomU(g)(M, U:O0)x is a quasi-isomorphism for any x corresponding to
a Borel subalgebra containing h. Consider the map obtained on the level
of stalks, (M[1])x  (U: O0)x . This map induces on h-semisimple vectors,
a quasi-isomorphism, N$[1]rU:N,
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N ww ,:: N ww N
N$ ww 0 ww 0
with N a dual of a Verma module with heighest weight zero and N$ a
generalized Verma module. Using the results in Section 2 we finish the
proof of the first statement.
For the second statement, we take a resolution by sheaves of g-modules,
I
*
(O0) which is injective in the category of sheaves of vector spaces,
and a projective resolution P
*
(M) of M, each HomU(g)(Pk(M), Ir(O0)) is
injective by (4.14). Now ?s*?s* HomU(g)(Pk(M), Ir(O0))rHomU(g)(Pk(M),
?s*?s*Ir(O0)). Since ?s*R?s*O0 rM we obtain that R HomU(g)(M, M)r
?s*R?s*R HomU(g)(M, O0). Q.E.D.
Recall that ,:: O0 is by definition a sheaf of the form o(V).
(8.2) Proposition. Let M be a Verma module or a dual of Verma
module in category O&\ . Then there is a quasi-isomorphism:
(a) R HomU(g)(M, ,::O0)  R HomU(g)(,::M, O0)
(b) R HomU(g)(M, ,::V)  R HomU(g)(,::M, V)
Proof. We take care of (a) and omit (b) which is similar. There are
maps (described above)
L(m:)O(&m(:)) ww HomC (L(&m:), O(&m(:)))
,:: O0
Since M is h-semisimple, using (A.2.1) the maps
R HomU( g)(M, L(m:)O(&m(:)))x ww R HomU( g)(M, HomC (L(&m:), O(&m(:)))x
R HomU( g)(M, ,::O0)x
x=x(|), corresponding to a Borel subalgebra b+| , are of the form
R HomU( g)(M, L(m:)N) ww R HomU( g)(M, HomC (L(&m:), N)
R HomU( g)(M, ,:N)
with N a dual of a Verma module in category o&\&m(:)(b
&
| ).
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Using (A.2.1), as well as (1.2), these are all quasi-isomorphisms. We obtain
R HomU(g)(M, HomC(L(m:), O(m(:)))rR HomU(g)(M, ,::O0).
The left side can easily be seen to be quasi-isomorphic to
R HomU(g)(L(&m:)M, O(&m(:)). We now use the map L(&m:)
M  :M, to obtain a map, R HomU(g)(:M, O(&m(:)) 
R HomU(g)(L(&m:)M, O(&m(:)).
We argue in the same way as before, using first (A.2.1) but this time we
use (A.7.2), (A.7.0) to show that this is a quasi-isomorphism. Finally we
have a map O(&m(:))  HomC(L(m:), O0), (L(m:)O(&m(:))  ,::O0
 O0 gives by adjointness O(&m(:))  HomC(L(m:), O0). We again obtain
(by (A.7.1) and a ‘‘regular singularities’’ argument as in Section 2)
that R HomU(g)(:M, O(&m(:))  R HomU(g)(:M, HomC(L(m:), O0))
is a quasi-isomorphism. Again R HomU(g)(: M, Homc(L(m:), O0))r
R HomU(g)(L(m:):M, O0) is easily obtained. We have now that ,::M
is a summand of L(m:):M and we obtain a map into
R HomU(g)(,: : M, O0). This time we can use (1.2) since L(m:):M is
in category O&. We obtain a quasi-isomorphism: R HomU(g)(L(m:)
:M, O0)rR HomU(g)(,::M, O0). This finishes our proof.
(8.3) Proposition. Assume that M is a Verma module or a dual of a
Verma module of the form M|\&\ or (M|\&\) t. Let s be a simple reflection
corresponding to :.
(a) There is a chain complex B(M, O0). This chain complex is
the associated single chain complex of a double chain complex:
B1 w
d B2 w
d B3 , dd=0, each Bi being a chain complex and
B1 rR HomU(g) M, O0), B2 rR HomU(g)(,::M, O0), B1 rB3 .
Moreover
R Hom(M, U: O0)*SH rB(M, O0)
(b) There is a chain complex13 B+(M, O0), satisfying B(M, O0)r
4qh*B+(M, O0)[&q]. This chain complex14 is the associated single
chain complex of a double chain complex of the form: p*B+1  B
+
2  p*B
+
3 ,
each B+i being a chain complex and B
+
1 rP+(M), B2 rP+(,: :M),
B+1 rB+3 . Moreover there is a quasi-isomorphism between the chain complex
?s*R?s*B+1 (M) and B
+(M, O0)[&1].
Proof. We have a commutative diagram, where P
*
denotes a g-projec-
tive resolution.
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HomU( g)(P*
M, O*0 ) 
K
HomU( g)(P*
M, HomC (L(&m:), O(&m:))) 
J
HomU( g)(P*
M, O0)
IDENTITY A IDENTITY
HomU( g)(P*
M, O*0 ) HomU( g) (L(&m:)P*
M, O(&m:)) HomU( g) (P*
M, O0)ww
F
ww
E
The maps K, J are defined using the maps O*  HomC(L(&m:),
O(&m(:))) HomC(L(&m:), O0(&m(:)))  ,::O0  O0 described above.
The map A is given by the isomorphism:
HomU(g)(L(&m:)M, O(&m(:)))
rHomU(g)(M, HomC(L(&m:), O(&m(:)))
The maps F, E are defined so that the diagram commutes: F=
A&1 b K, E=J b A.
To finish the proof we must show that HomU(g)(L(&m:)
M, T
*
(O(&m(:))) is quasi-isomorphic to the chain complex
R HomU(g)(,: : M, O0). We have quasi-isomorphisms, using (A.7.2), (8.2)
(the arrow points in the direction of the corresponding chain map):
HomU(g)(L(&m:)M, T*(O(&m(:)))
o HomU(g)(:M, T*(O(&m(:)))
O HomU(g)(:M, T*(HomC(L(m:), O0))
O HomU(g)(L(m:): M, T*(O0)).
Let i(_){ : B{ & B_  B{ be the inclusion map. Denote by A(k) the
assumption that for all |, P+{ (M|\&\) agrees with i(|){*1[&l (|)] when
restricted to the union of all B{ & B_l (_)<k.
(8.4) Proposition. (a) The complex of sheaves P+{ (M|\&\) agrees
with i(|){*1[&l (|)].
(b) p*?s*R?s*B+1 (M|\&\)[1]rP+X (U:M|\&\), X=X{=B{ _ B{s .
Proof. We prove A(k) implies A(k+1). Assume that for some
|, : HiV{P+{ (M|\&\) is non-zero when restricted to a stratum B{ & B
__
{|, l (_)=k. Choose a simple reflection s such that l (_s)<l (_). We may
take X{=B{ _ B{s , l ({s)<l ({), so that V{ agrees with VX . First take the
case, [_s, _]{[|s, |]. Now, if we have that: Hi V{SolX (M|\&\){0 on
X{ & B_, then Hi?s*R?s* VX SolX (M|\&\){0 when restricted to B{ & B_,
and using the double chain complex B1  B2  B3 , we find that
at least HiV{Sol{ (M|\&\){0 when restricted to B{ & B_s, or
HiV{P+(,::M|\&\){0 when restricted to B{ & B_s. In any case we
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obtain that HiV{Sol{(M|\&\){0 or HiV{Sol{(M|\&\){0 when restricted
to B{ & B_. This contradicts our assumption. One case left is the case of
[_s, _]=[|s, |]. Say we assume _s=|s. We use a spectral sequence
associated to a double chain complex. We have an E1 term15 given, in
principle, as follows in the p&q plane: E p, q1 =H
qVX (B +p )
V
V
V
V
q=l(|) V V V
V
V
(only the * may possibly contain non-zero terms). The horizontal line con-
taining three stars, corresponds to q=l (|))
Since this abuts to the cohomology of p*?s*R?s*VX B+1 (M|\&\)[1], we
must obtain a constant sheaf in one degree, namely l (|)&1. Therefore, all
the * along the vertical line must be zero except possibly two. We have the
following possibly non-zero maps in the E1 term:
0 0 0
q=l(|) V w V w V
0 V 0
This implies that P+(,:: M|\&\) is perverse, when restricted to a P1
contained16 in (X{s _ X{) & (B| _ B|s) since we also have the vanishing
condition in (9.6). If P+(M|s\&\) is not i(|s){*1[&l (|)+1], then
HiV{P+(,::M|\&\) has non-zero stalks17 and dim H iV{P+
(,::M|\&\)|x=2, i=l(|), dim HiV{P+(,::M|\&\)| y=1, i=l(|)&1.
This contradicts18 (9.5). Therefore P+(M|s\&\) agrees with
i(|s){*1[&l (|)+1] on our P1. We also must use (10.9) (see the end of
Section 1).
To prove (b), we now have two complexes of perverse sheaves of the
form (8.5) i(|){* 1[&l (|)]  P+{ (,: :M|\&\)  i(|){*1[&l (|)]. One
is the one coming from (8.3). In this case the cohomology of the complex
involved agrees with ?s*R?s*P+X (M|\&\)[1] when restricted to B{ since
this is the content of (8.3). The second complex we have is one obtained
from the maps of Lie algebra module M|\&\  ,: : M|\&\  M|\&\ .
The perverse sheaf P+X (,::M|\&\) is the unique non trivial extension
19
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of i(|){* 1[&l (|)] and i(|s){*1[&l (|)+1]. Also there are unique non-
zero arrows in the two chain complexes involved. Thus these two chain
complexes must coincide.
(8.6) Notation. Recall that M|tO r1h(O0)x(|) and M|stO r1h(O0)x(|s) .
Here x|=x(|), x|s=x(|s) correspond to Borel subalgebras b+| and b
+
|s .
If M is the sheaf ?*?
*
O0 then there is an injection M  O0 giving rise to:
R HomU(g)(U: M, M)  R HomU(g)(U:M, O0). Also to maps
f (|): R HomA(U: M, 1h(M)x(|))  R HomA(U:M, 1h(O0)x(|)) (8.7)
f (|s): R HomA(U:M, 1h(M)x(|s))  R HomA(U:M, 1h(O0)x(|s)) ( 8.8)
(8.9) Corollary. There is a quasi-isomorphism
R HomA(U:M, M0 |t )[&1]R HomA(U:M, M0 |t )[1]
rR HomA(U:M, U|)rR HomA(M, U: U|)
rR HomA(U:M, M|st0 )[&1]R HomA(U:M, M|st0 )[1]
(8.10) Corollary. Let X| denote the union B| _ B|s. Then if M is a
Verma module or a dual of a Verma module in the category O&\ , then
ExtqU(g)(U:M, O0) is a constant sheaf along X
|.
9. Computation of Homh(H*(u
+
| , M), C) for a
Dual of a Verma Module
(9.0) Proposition. For any |, _ with _| in W, Homh(Hk(u+,
M t_\&\), C|\&\)=0 unless k=0 and _=|.
Proof. The complex that computes H
*
(u+, M t* ) is as h-module:
4*u+ U(u+)C*
If *=_\&\ then (_\&\)&|\&\)= Nk :k with Nk0 and :k
positive for b+. This implies that the |\&\ weight space of
4}u+U(u+)C_\&\ is zero, if |{_. If |=_, then only for k=0 we
may obtain a non-zero |\&\ weight space. Q.E.D.
(9.1) Lemma. We have for _|, Homh(Hk(u+_ , M
t
|\&\), C)=0 unless
_=| and k=l(|). In this case we obtain a one dimensional space.
Proof. We write u+_ =u
+
_ & u
+
_ & u
&. Now it is enough to observe that
(4qu+_ M
t
|\&\)0 is zero unless q=l (_) and (4
l (_) u+_ M
t
|\&\)0 rC.
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This is the case because as h-module we have: 4 pu+_ & u
+4ru+_ &
u& U(u+)C|\&\ with p+r=q.
Any weight has the form #+|\&\+7nk :k , nk0, :k simple in 2(u+)
and # in 2(4*u+_ & u
&), so #=\&_\+ positive integral combination of
u+ roots. If _<|, such a weight cannot be zero (we obtain \&_&
\+|\&\+ positive integral combination of u+ roots). Q.E.D.
Note that if N is a Verma module for some Borel subalgebra b+| ,
R HomA(M, N t )rR HomA(N, M t)rH*restr(u&| , M t)0-weight space .
Here ‘‘restr’’ refers to restricted cohomology, obtained by using injec-
tive resolution in the category of h-semisimple g-modules. Hence,
H*restr(u&| , M
t)0-weight space rHomC(H*(u|
+, M)0-weight space , C). Recall
also the functor #v for v an h-stable subalgebra contained in the nilradical
of a Borel subalgebra (takes the v-locally nilpotent vectors in a module).
The derived functor modules Rq#v will be obtained by taking injective
resolution in the category of h-semisimple g-modules. Let  = (|) denote
a twist in the g-action, of the form Ad(g), g in G, where Ad(g)b&=b&| .
(9.2) Proposition. (a) Assume that l (|_)=l (|)+l (_). We have
Rq#aM_\&\ r0 if q{l (|), and
Rl(|)#aM_\&\ r(M|&1_\&\) , a=u+ & |u&.
(b) Assume that l (s:_)<l (s:)+l (_), s:=s, a simple reflection.
Then: a=CX: , : a simple root for 2(u&), Rq#aM=0 q{1, R1#aM is a
module having a short exact sequence20
O  (M$M)  R1#aM  M   0, M$=Ms_\&\ .
Proof. We use the functor D:=DX(:) , of Deodhar. Here X(:) a root
vector associated to a root :. If the root is not a real root, we will use the
notation DX(:) since a root vector has to be specified in the cases when
the corresponding root space is not one dimensional. This functor has
similar properties to the functor ,: : when the root is real, and is also
known to be exact [22]. For any { in the Weyl group, consider
u+ & {u&, {=s(1) } } } s(n) be a reduced expression. The roots involved in
u+ & s(1) } } } s(k)u& are: &:(1), &s(1):(2), ..., &s(1) } } } s(k):(n). Here :(i)
is a simple root in u& corresponding to s(i), in the construction D:(i) we
localize, or formally invert, the root vector X&:(i) .
Consider the functor #a for a=u+ & |u& (takes the a-locally nilpotent
vectors in a module). If a is one dimensional, containing a root vector for
&:(1), the derived functors of #aZ can be computed using a chain complex
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Z  D:(1)Z (see Proposition 4.8 in [21]). We now apply to this construc-
tion (*)&  Ds(1) :(2)(*). This gives first a double chain complex, and we
may consider the associated single chain complex in order to obtain:
Z  D:(1)ZDs(1):(2) Z  Ds(1) :(2)D:(1) Z. This new chain complex com-
putes derived functors of #a for a two dimensional a. We apply con-
secutively the functors Ds(1) } } } s(k) :(k) obtaining derived functors of #a for
arbitrary finite dimensional a. Denote this (functorially defined) chain com-
plex by Da .
We now remark that Proposition21 3.4 of [22] together with the inter-
pretation given to Deodhar’s functors in [21] can be re-interpreted as stat-
ing that for a one dimensional a generated by a simple root vector X: for
u+ and M a Verma module M_\&\ , l (s:_)=l (s:)+l (_), s:=s, a simple
reflection, Rq#aM=0, q{1, R1#aM is a Verma module for a different
positive system of roots. The Proposition 3.4 also states which Verma
module is obtained. With our notation this is (Ms_\&\)  .
Using Proposition 3.4 in [22] inductively, and composition of derived
functors, we obtain for a=u+ & s(1) } } } s(k)u&, that if we start with a
Verma module M=M_\&\ , DaM_\&\ has cohomology in degree dim a.
We obtain in that degree a Verma module with respect to the Borel
subalgebra corresponding to s(1) } } } s(k)u&. Denote, as above, by
 = (s(1) } } } s(k)) an automorphism twisting the action of a module in
category O relative to u& into a module in category O relative to
s(1) } } } s(k)u&. We will drop s(1) } } } s(k) from our notation. We obtain
Rq#a Mr(Ms(k) } } } s(1)|\&\) , q=k, Rr#aM=0, r{k.
This gives the desired result.
Proof of (b). Assume that l (s:_)<l (s:)+l(_), s:=s, a simple reflec-
tion. This is the case not ‘‘covered’’ in 3.4 of [22]. It follows from this
proposition nevertheless: there is an isomorphism D:M_\&\  D:Ms_\&\
induced by the map M_\&\  Ms_\&\ . We have D:M_\&\ Ms_\&\ rM 
by 3.4 of [22]. Therefore Ms_\&\M_\&\ injects into D:M_\&\M_\&\
and D:M_\&\M_\&\ divided by Ms_\&\M_\&\ is D:M_\&\
Ms_\&\ rM  . From here we obtain our short exact sequence. Q.E.D.
(9.3) Definition. If r is an h-stable ideal of finite codimension in u&|
we can define the chain complex22 DrM, similarly to the definition of D:
above when a is finite dimensional. A linear order of a basis, R(r), of root
vectors for { is used. For instance the first two terms in the chain complex
are:
M  
; in R(r)
DX(;)M  
; in R(r), ;<#
DX(;) DX(#)M.
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The maps involved are as follows: We first consider the maps:
i: DX(;(1)) DX(;(2)) DX(;(3)) . . [DX(;(i))] 7 . . . .DX(;(m))M
 DX(;(1)) DX(;(2)) DX(;(3)) . .DX(;(i)) . . . .DX(;(m)) M . .<;(k)<;(k+1)<..
Now we define:
=: (&1) i
(9.4) Proposition. Let 23 r be an h-stable ideal of finite codimension in
v, dr=v/u&| an h-stable ideal of finite codimension, d=vr.
(a) Then if r acts locally nilpotently on M we have: H*restr.(v, M)r
H*restr.(v, DdM). There is a spectral sequence H prestr.(v, H
q(DdM) O
H p+qrestr.(v, M).
(b) If a/d is an h-stable Lie subalgebra and all the root vectors in da
act nilpotently on M, then DdM=DaM, and H prestr.(v, H
q(DaM) O
H p+qrestr.(v, M).
(c) With the assumptions in (b), there is a spectral sequence
H prestr.(v, R
q#aM) O H p+qrestr.(v, M).
(d) Let X; be a root vector in u&| not contained in v. Then if c=CX; ,
and r acts locally nilpotently on M, Rq#cH prestr.(v, M)rH prestr.(v, Rq#cM).
Proof. From the definition given above, if dr=v which is contained
in u&| , then DdDrMrDvM. Denote by Hq(DvM) the corresponding
cohomology, then there is a spectral sequence H p(Dd Hq(DrM) O
H p+q(Dv M).
If M has the property that r acts locally nilpotently on it, clearly
DrM=M. Therefore DvMrDdM ln particular to prove H prestr.(v, H q(DdM)
O H p+qrestr.(v, M) we just have to establish that H
p
restr.(v, H
q(DvM) O
H p+qrestr.(v, M). We now establish this second statement. As in [21],
H prestr.(v, DX(;(1)) DX(;(2)) } } } DX(;(m))M)=0. Here we are using that
M= Mk an increasing union of v-modules, on each Mk , an ideal of finite
codimension, v(k) acts trivially. We have, H prestr.(v, DX(;(1))DX(;(2)) } } }
DX(;(m))Mk) = 0, and 0 =  H prestr.(v, DX(;(1))DX(;(2)) } } } DX(;(m))Mk) =
H prestr.(DX(;(1))DX(;(2)) } } } DX(;(m)) M). We obtain H*restr.(v, DvM) =
H*restr.(v, M) and in particular H prestr.(v, H
q(DvM) O H p+qrestr.(v, M) is
obtained. Now (b) is similar. For (c) we use that DaMrR#aM as in [21].
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To prove (d), we use (4.3) of [21]. We note that Dc commutes with
H*restr.(v, . . .). To see this we verify that DX(;) , X(;)=X; commutes with
H*restr.(v, . . .). This is done first for Mk , M=UMk so that the finite dimen-
sional v(k) of finite codimension, acts trivially as above.
(9.5) Proposition. Let N be a dual of a Verma module of heighest
weight zero in o&\ (b
&
_ ).
(a) Hr(u+{ , M
t
|\&\)0=0 if {{| or {=| but r{l (|),
dim Hl (|)(u
+
| , M
t
|\&\)0=1
(b) ExtA*(M t|\&\ , ,:
H
: N)=0, if _{| and _{|s, Ext
q
A(M
t
|\&\ ,
,: :N)=0 for q>l (_) if _=| or _=|s.
(c) Extl(|)A (M
t
|\&\ , ,:
H
: N)=C, if _=|, l (|s)<l (|).
Proof. As above, if N is a Verma module for some Borel subalgebra
b+_ , with heighest weight zero HomC(H*(u
+
_ , M)0-weight space , C)r
R HomA(M, N t ) r R HomA(N, M t) r H*restr.(u&_ , M t)0-weight space . By
(9.4) we now have a spectral sequence of the form H prestr.(u
&
_ ,
Hq(DbM t ))0-weight space O H
p+q
restr.(u
&
_ , M
t)0-weight space , v = u
&
_ , b = vr,
where r is an ideal of finite codimension in u&_ such that r acts locally
nilpotently on M t. If we set a=u+ & u&_ , since all the root vectors in u
&
_
not belonging to a act nilpotently, we see that DbM t=DaM t. Thus
Hq(DvN t )rH q(DaM t). This implies H prestr.(u&| , H q(DaM t))0-weight space
O H p+qrestr.(u
&
| , M
t)0-weight space .
We will now take the case when M t is a Verma module of the form
M|\&\=M0(|=e). Then we will give a general argument. We will have
that Rq#aM0 r0 if q{l (_), and Rl(_)#aM0 r(M_&1\&\) , a=u+ & _u&.
The  = (_) denotes a twist in the g-action making this a Verma
module with respect to the Borel b&_ obtained by applying _ to b
&.
Therefore H p+l (_)restr. (u
&
_ , M0)0-weight spacerH prestr.(u&_ , (M_&1\&\) )0-weight space
rH prestr.(u&, M_&1\&\)0-weight space . This is non-zero only if _&1\&\=0,
thus only if, _=e. Using 9.1 and that H prestr.(u
&, M_\&\)0-weight spacer
Hp(u+, Mt_\&\)0-weight space , we obtain that H
l(_)
restr.(u
&
_ , M0)0-weight spacer
rHl (_)(u+_ , M t0 )0-weight space is one dimensional, and all other
Hr(u+{ , M
t
0 )0-weight space are zero.
In general, we apply increasing induction on l (_) to show that
H*restr.(u&_ , M|\&\)0 rH*(u
+
_ , M|\&\)0=0 if _{|. If l (_)=0, our state-
ment is just (9.0). We may assume by (9.1) that _{|. Choose : simple for
u+, l (_s)<l (_). Then Rq#aM|\&\=0, q{1. We write u&_ =u1+
CX:+u2 , a=CX: , [CX: , u2]/u2 , (u1 , CX:+u2]/CX:+u2 . Now by
(9.4) (d),
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H*restr.(CX:+u2 , M|\&\)0rH*restr.(CX: , H*restr.(u2 , M|\&\)0
rH*restr.(CX: , R#aH*restr.(u2 , M|\&\)0
rH*restr.(CX: , H*restr.(u2 , R#a M|\&\)0
rH*restr.(CX:+u2 , R#aM|\&\)0
Next apply H*restr.(u1 , . . .) to everything to obtain H*restr.(u1+CX:+u2 ,
M|\&\)0 } rH*restr.(u1+CX:+u2 , R#aM|\&\)0 . Thus H*restr.(u&_ , M|\&\)0 } r
H*restr.(u&_ , R#aM|\&\)0 . This is isomorphic to H*restr.(u
&
_ , M

s|\&\[&1])0 }
rH*restr.(us_ &, Ms|\&\[&1])0 if l (s|)>l (|). In the case, l (s|)<l (|),
we must compute H*restr.(u&_ , R
1#aM|\&\)0 and as in (9.2) (b) there is a
short exact sequence 0  M s|\&\M

|\&\  R
1#aM|\&\  M |\&\ . Now
by induction, H*restr.(u&_ , M

{\&\)0 rH*restr.(us_ &, M{\&\)0=0, {=|, s|, so
H*restr.(u&_ , M|\&\[&1])0=0 (except in the case s_=s|, that is _=|,
which is covered already in (9.1)).
Proof of (b). Set M=M t|\&\ . We use the trick of substituting
O0  O&: instead of ?s*R?s*O0 , in R HomU(g)(M, . . .). This is similar to the
argument in (4.16) and was also sketched and used in (A.7.1). By (9.5) (a),
we see that R HomU(g)(M, O&:) is supported in B| _ B|s. Otherwise, if
_{|, |s applying ?s*R?s* to R HomU(g)(M, O0) |P1, P1=?&1s(x_), we
obtain R HomU(g)(M, O0  O&:) |P1=0. But R HomU(g)(M, O0  O&:) |P1
=R HomU(g)(M, O&:) |P1. Therefore since both R HomU(g)(M, O&:)
and R HomU(g)(M, O0) have support contained in B| _ B|s and
0  O&:  ,: :O0  O0  0 is exact, R HomU(g)(M, ,::O0) has support
contained in B| _ B|s. We define a complex of sheaves on a P1=?&1s (x|)
as above: Let p be a parabolic subalgebra so that the set of all Borel sub-
algebras in p corresponds to P1=?&1s (x_). We write p=l+n, with l the
Levi factor. Now if OL0 denotes the sheaf of holomorphic functions on P
1,
then Homp(U(g), OL0 ) defines a sheaf of U(g)-modules on P
1. We now
have (P
*
M a projective resolution): R HomU(g)(M, Homp(U(g), OL0 )r
R HomU(g)(P*M, Homp(U(g), O
L
0 )rR Homp(P*M, O
L
0 )rR HomU(l)(P*MnP
*
M, OL0 )rR HomU(l)(H*(n, M), O
L
0 ). On the level of stalks we
obtain, for any x=x_ , R HomU( g)(M, Homp(U( g), OL0 )xr4*h*
(H
*
(u+_ , M |\&\))*0-weight space , _=|s or |, x=x| . Using (9.5) (a)
R HomU(l )(H*(n, M), O
L
0 ) is a direct sum q=0, 1, . . .dim h4
qh*F, with
F a constant sheaf on a B{ & ?&1s (x_) extended by zero.
24 We have
that if P|\&\
L is projection to the infinitesimal character |\&\,
PL0 H*(n, M)rM
L, ML dual of a Verma module in degree l (|). Now that
PL0 H*(n, M) has been identified, we study an object that has the coho-
mology that we want25 (NL a dual of Verma module for the Levi factor)
R HomU(l), h-semisimple (P
L
0 H*(n, M), ,
L
: 
L
: N
L) : R HomU(l )(P|\&\ LH*(n, M),
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,L: 
L
: O
L
0 ) R HomU(l)(,
L
: 
L
: P|\&\
LH
*
(n, M), OL0 ). Now ,
L
: 
L
: M
L is a
module for the Levi-factor, and statement (9.5) is true for the Lie algebra
l of L. From here (9.5) (b) follows. For (c) we do exactly the same thing.
Note that F is now a sky-scraper sheaf, PL0 H*(n, M) is an irreducible
Verma in one degree. Q.E.D.
(9.6) Proposition. For any irreducible L_\&\ , Homh(Hp(u_ , L_\&\),
C){0 exactly when p=l (_), Homh(Hr(u{ , L_\&\), C){0 implies r<l ({).
Proof. First resolve L_\&\ in terms of modules of the form
(P\MV(k)) t, k=0, 1, . . .. The first term in such a resolution is just
(M_\&\) t. Each V(k) is an h-semisimple b&-module, 2(V(k)), the set of
weights involved, is contained in 2(U(u+)). Moreover M t{\&\ occurs as a
subquotient in (P\MV(k)) t only for finitely many V(k)’s and (M_\&\) t
only occurs if k=0. We apply Homh(4*u{  (. . .), C) this obtaining a
double chain complex. This double complex gives rise to an associated
single chain complex that computes the desired zero weight space in nilpo-
tent homology. Now26 Homh(Hr(u{ , (P\MV(k)) t, C) may contribute only
to Homh(HP(u{ , L_\&\), C) for pr&k. If {{_, then k>0 and also r
must be less than l ({). Thus Homh(Hp(u{ , L_\&\), C){0 implies p<l ({).
If {=_, then k=0, r=l (_), and Homh(Hp(u_ , L_\&\), C)=0 if
p{l (_), Homh(Hl (_)(u_ , L_\&\), C) is one dimensional.
10. Duality
Let {|. Denote by V the Verdier duality functor on B{ or B{ _ B{s
with s a simple reflection.27 Thus V is given by
VF=R Homsheaf(F, 1)
and 1 is a trivial sheaf. We will define a map (x$| # B| & B{)
v{|=P
+
{ (M)x$|  V(P
+
{ (M ))x$| . (10.1)
These maps will be shown to be quasi-isomorphisms. Here t denotes the
duality operation obtained by applying the contragredient functor
1h HomC(. . ., C) and twisting by _, an automorphism of g so that M is
again in category O.
Notation. We will consider x$| # B| & B{ , usually x$| {x| since
x|  B| & B{ for28 {{|. Denote t :
, h

, ~NM |0 , (B
+
| )$, (B
&
| )$ the objects
corresponding to t: , h, M |0 , B
+
| , B
&
| when x$| takes the place of x| .
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Let I
*
denote a sheaf-injective resolution of29 O0 consisting of g-injective
modules as in the Proof of (4.14). Then
R HomCh

(M, M |0 )=P
+
{ (M)x$| .
We also have R HomCh

(M

|
0 , M )rR Hom Ch

(M, M |0 ) and the complex
R HomCh(M

|
0 , M ) can be paired with R HomU(g)(M , O0) as follows. If I* is
the injective resolution of O0 chosen above,
R HomU(g)(M , O0)&R HomU(g)(M , I*).
Take O$ open set in B{ , then we have a map (Hom
O$
sheaf the sheaf maps
over O$)
R HomCh

(M

|
0 , M )  Hom
O$
sheaf(R HomU(g)(M , I*), T ) (10.2)
Moreover, T is a sheaf-injective resolution30 of 4h

*1O$ . This is because
of our choice of I
*
and because R HomU(g)(M

|
0 , O0) is 4h
* tensored with
a trivial sheaf on an open set containing x$| by 9.10 and (2.11) applied to
M

|
0 .
More explicitly, we abbreviate notation as H O$sh =Hom
O$
sh , HU(g)=
HomU(g) , HCh=HomCh . Denote by J* a resolution of M in Ch . Now the
map in (10.2) is the composition:
HCh(M

|
0 , J})  H
O$
sh \r HU(g)(J} , Ir), HU(g)(M
|
0 , Ir)+
 
s&p=}
H O$sh \ t&}=p HU(g)(J} , It), HU(g)(M
|
0 , Is)+
We obtain31
P+{ (M)x$|  
dim h
q=0
4qh

*V(Sol(M)| B{)x$| . (10.3)
Now32 V applied to the map D{ (M )  Sol{(M ) and a projection to the
40h

* term in the sum, will give us
v{| : P
+
{ (M)x$|  V(P
+
{ (M ))x$| . (10.4)
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Extension to P1&?&1s ?s(x$|)
We have that (as in Section 4)
Sol(M)|?s&1?s(x$|) &R HomCh

(M, S 0).
Now S 0=dim t :k=0 4
kt: 1h

Homp(U(g), R1h

: intO
s
0). If we apply t to
S 0 we obtain a complex S0 . This is not a complex of sheaves because
restriction maps will go in the wrong direction. The complex S0 is, up to
quasi-isomorphism of vector spaces (for each open set)
S0 & 
dim t

:
k=0
4kt
 :
U(g) }U( p) R1h

:, intO
s
0[k].
We note that if O in ?&1s ?s(x$|) is open connected, then
R HomCh

(M, S 0(O))&R Hom Ch

(SO(O), M).
If O= Oi is a union of connected open sets Oi , we have
S 0(O)= S0(Oi) and
R HomCh

(M, S 0(O))=R HomCh

(M, S 0(Oi))
=R HomCh

(S0(Oi), M ).
We will devote our attention to O connected open in P1.
(10.5) Remarks on S0 .
Notation for (10.5). Identify ?&1s ?s(x$|)=P
1=C _ [], x$|=0,
x$|s=. Also Os0 is identified with the sheaf of holomorphic functions on
P1.
X=B{ _ B{s
B(|)=(U &| )$ x$| (open (U
&
| )$-orbit)
I
*
(. . .) denotes a sheaf-injective resolution
H Ush(. . .)=Hom
U
sheaf(. . .), sheaf maps in U
For any open connected O/P1 (identified with ?&1s ?s(x$|)), we
associate a p-module 1(O) and an open set Y0 as follows:
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(i) 0/C_, 1 (O)=C[t, t&1], Yo=B(|) & B(|s)
(ii) 0 # O/C, 1 (O)=C[t], Yo=B(|)
(iii)  # O/P1&[0], 1 (O)=C[t&1], Yo=B(|s)
(iv) 0,  # O, 1 (O)=C, Yo=B(|) _ B(|s)
We set 1(O)=(1 (O)) t the dual module in the corresponding category O.
(a) Assume O is open and connected in P1. Then
1 0h

: , int
Os0(O)&1 (O).
From (4.9) we can also write explicitly R1 0h

: , int
Os0(O) obtaining, respec-
tively C[t, t&1], C[t]C[t][&1], C[t&1]C[t&1][&1], CC[&1].
From (4.2), (4.6)(b), (4.9), we easily may write S0(O) explicitly (listed
separately below). It will be a direct sum, with shifts, of modules
U(g) }U( p) 1(O). Therefore only four types will occur.
(b) Since S0(O) is a direct sum of the modules U(g) }U( p) 1(O) (as
listed below separately). We obtain for O open connected in P1
Sol(S0(O))=R HomU(g)(S0(O), O0)
is a complex of sheaves, cohomologically constant along YO . Moreover
Sol(S0(O))|YO & 
q=0, 1, ...
HqSol(S0(O))|YO [&q].
H0Sol(S0(O))|YO=1Y0 .
In particular: 1Yo is a summand of Sol(S0(O))| Yo (for fixed O) and there
is a map
Sol(S0(O))  1YO (I)
Moreover if O$/O is also open connected
S0(O$)  S0(O)
induces a commutative diagram
Sol(S0(O))|YO"
Sol(S0(O$))| YO" ww 1YO" (II)
YO"=YO$ & YO
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(c) Let O$/O two connected open subsets of P1. Set
YO"=YO$ & YO . Note that resolving O0 via a sheaf-injective, g-injective
resolution we obtain an injective resolution I
*
(S0(O)). Now
S0(O$)  S0(O) induces (U/YO)
H Ush(Sol(M )| U , I*(Sol(S0(O))|U)
w(III)  H U & YO"sh (Sol(M )|U & YO" , I*(Sol(S0(O$))|U & YO").
In the derived category this will be equivalent (see (b) above) to a sum
of maps
H Ush(Sol(M )| U , I*(1U)) w
(IV) H U & YO"sh (Sol(M )| U & YO" , I*(1U & YO"))
assuming U/Yo .
The Complex Sol(S0(O)), O Connected (Explicit Descriptions)
Case (i). Assume O/C_ is connected. Then, if a branch of the
logarithm can be defined in O (refer to (4.9)),
S0= 
dim t:
k=0
4kt
 :
U(g) }U( p) 1(O)[k].
1(O) the dual of the l-module corresponding to C[t, t&1]=1h

: O
s
0(C
_).
We obtain
dim t:
dim h
R HomU( g)(S0 , O0)& 
q=0
k=0
4kt
 :
*4qh

1YO .
If a branch of logarithm cannot be defined on O one obtains
dim hk, r 4
kh

x4rh

x1Yo .
Here YO=B(|) & B(|s).
Case (ii). Assume O open in P1 is connected and contains [0] but not
. Now
S0 & 
dim t:
k=0
4kt
 :
 [M

|
0 M

|
0 [1]][k].
Here M |0 M
|
0 [1] is the dual of R1h

: O
s
0(O)&4*h :
M |0 .
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Thus
S0 & 
dim h
k=0
4kh

M

|
0 .
We obtain
dim h
dim h
R HomU( g)(S0 , O0)& 
q=0
k=0
4kh

*$4qh

*1Y
on YO=B(|).
Case (iii). Now O connected, contains [] but not [0]. This case is
analogous to (b) but now YO=B(|s).
Case (d). Assume O contains 0 and . Now
S0 & 
dim h
k=0
4kh

*U(g) }U( p) C.
We obtain
dim h
dim h
R HomU( g)(S0 , O0)|Y& 
q=0
k=0
4kh

*4qh

*1Y
On Y=B(|) _ B(|s).
(10.6) Definition. We now imitate the construction in 10.2 with S0(O)
taking the place of M

|
0 and Sol(S0(O))|YO the place of T.
For fixed O, connected open set in P1 the map that results, as in 10.2, is
R HomCh(S0(O), M )  H
U
sh(Sol(M )|U , I*Sol(S0(O))|U)
I
*
Sol(S0(O))|U=R HomU(g)(S0(O), I*O0)|U
I
*
O0 a sheaf-injective and g-injective resolution on X.
If O$/O is open connected in P1, as in 10.5(d) we obtain a commutative
diagram (this will imply that the maps in 10.8 are sheaf-maps over P1)
R HomCh

(S0(O), M ) ww H U & YOsh (Sol(M )|U & YO , I*Sol(S0(O))| U & YO)
(III) (10.7)
R HomCh

(S0(O), M ) ww H U & YOsh (Sol(M )|U & YO , I*Sol(S0(O))| U & YO)
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Using that R HomCh

(S0(O), M )=Sol(M)|?s&1?s(x$|) we see that
Sol(SO(O))|YO contains 1YO as summand. From the definition of ‘‘restric-
tion’’ to P1=?&1s ?s(x$|) we obtain a map of complexes of sheaves
Sol(M)|?s&1?s(x$|)  VX (Sol(M ))|?s&1?s(x$|) (10.8)
VX Verdier Duality on X. We can reduce the proof that (10.8) is a map
of complexes of sheaves to connected open sets in P1 and (10.7), written
term by term, shows that our maps are sheaf maps.
Let P+X (M) defined similarly to P
+
{ . We obtain by composition of
maps33
Sol(M)|?s&1?s(x$|) ww V(Sol(M)|X)|?s&1?s(x$|)
DX (M)|?s&1?s(x$|) ww V(DX (M))|?s&1?s(x$|)
The map given by the dotted arrow will de denoted v although it
depends on several objects (like X).
(10.9) Remark. (a) Let x$| # B| & B{ , {| and x"| # B| & B{$ ,
{$| then
V{P+{ (M_\&\)x$| &V{$ P
+
{$ (M_\&\)x"| .
This uses that {U&{&1 & U &B{ is open in B for any { (see a sketch of
proof of (10.9)(a) at the end of Section 1, ‘‘remarks on the homotopy type
of Be ’’).
(b) Let x$| # B| & B{ . Assume {|, l ({s)<l ({), l (|s)<l (|) (so
B{ is open in X=B{ _ B{s). Then ?&1s ?s(x$|) contains x$|s # B{ & B
|s. This
is true since ?&1s ?s(x$|) & B{ and ?
&1
s ?s(x$|) & B
|s are open. Now we have
v |x$|=v
{
| , v |x$|s=v
{
|s .
(10.10) Proposition. For any {, v{e is a quasi-isomorphism.
This is a consequence of the fact that B{ & Be is open in B{ .
(10.11) Definition. We define J(k) to be the induction statement J(k):
For all | in W, if l (|)k then for any {| and for any Verma module
M_\&\
v{| : P
+
{ (M
t
_\&\)x$(|)  (VP
+
{ (M_\&\))x$(|)
x$(|)=x$| in B{ & B| is a quasi-isomorphism.
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(10.12) Theorem. All the maps v{|
P+{ (M
t
_\&\)x$(|)  (VP
+
{ (M_\&\))x$(|) (10.13)
are quasi-isomorphisms.
(10.14) Remark on the Proof. We need to show that J(k) implies
J(k+1). Also J(0) is satisfied by (10.10). Note that both sides in the map
of (10.12) are zero except when _=| by (8.4). We are thus reduced to
showing that J(k) implies that if l (|)=k, then
v{| : P
+
{ (M
t
|\&\)x$(|)  (VP
+
{ (M|\&\))x$(|) (10.15)
is a quasi-isomorphism.
(10.16) Lemma. Let l (|s)<l (|), s a simple reflection. Also assume
l ({s)<l ({), then J(k) implies that (?=?s)
SolX (M t|\&\)x&1?(x$(|))  (VSolX (M|\&\))?&1?(x$(|)) (10.17)
is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. Our hypothesis implies that v{|s is a quasi-isomorphism for
U: M t|\&\=M t|s\&\  M
t
|\&\ . (10.18)
Note SolX (U:Mt|\&\) |?&1?(x$) , ?=?s , x$=x$| and VSolX (U:M|\&\) |?&1?(x$)
are, up to a shift the complexes ?s*R?s*P+X (M
t
|\&\), ?s*R?s*VSolX (M|\&\).
Thus34 (10.17) is a map between two chain complexes in the derived category
which are cohomologically constant along B_ _ B_s. The map (10.17) is a
quasi-isomorphism at one point, therefore it induces isomorphisms in
cohomology not just at that point of P1, but at every point. This implies35
(10.17) is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes of sheaves. (Note also that
Verdier duality in X agrees with Verdier duality on B{ since B{ is open
in X). Q.E.D.
We now have P+{ (M
t
|s\&\)x$(|)=VP
+
{ (M|s\&\)x$(|)=0. Therefore from
the distinguished triangle
P+{ (M
t
|\&\)x$(|)  P
+
{ (M
t
|s\&\)x$(|)  P
+
{ (U:M
t
|\&\)x$(|)
P+{ (U:M
t
|\&\)x$(|) rP+{ (M t|\&\)x$(|)[1] (10.19)
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Similarly:
VP+{ (U:M|\&\)x$(|) rVP+{ (M|\&\)x$(|)[1] (10.20)
We obtain a commutative diagram in which three of the four arrows are
isomorphisms:36
Hl(|)&1P+{ (U:M
t
|\&\)x$(|) ww H
l(|)P+{ (M
t
|\&\)x$(|)
(10.21)
Hl(|)&1VP+{ (U:M|\&\)x$(|) ww H
l(|)
VP+{ (M|\&\)x$(|)
This implies that Hl (|)+1P+{ (M
t
|\&\)x$(|)  H
l (|)VP+{ (M|\&\)x$(|) is
an isomorphism. The commutative diagram comes from a map of triangles
of the form:
P+{ (M
t
|\&\)x $(|) ww P
+
{ (M
t
|s\&\)x$(|) ww P
+
{ (U: M
t
|\&\)x$(w)
V{ P+{ (M|\&\)x$(|) ww V{P
+
{ (M|s\&\)x$(|) ww V{ P
+
{ (U: M|\&\)x$(w)
(10.22) Proposition. For any M in O&\ and any {, | in W, {| the
maps v{| : P
+
{ (M)x$(|)  (VP
+
{ (M
t ))x$(|) x$(|)=x$| in B{ & B| are
quasi-isomorphisms.
Proof. We have settled this first for Verma module duals. Next we con-
sider modules of the form P\M tV with V a finite dimensional b
&-module.
This proceeds by induction on dim V using the corresponding filtration
with Verma module quotients of MV . Next we resolve as in the proof
of (3.6). We may assume that M has finite length since
P+{ (P\ MV)=P
+
{ (P\M%V). We obtain
P+{ ((P\M%V(n))
t)x$(|) ww P+{ ((P\ M%V(n&1))
t)x$(|) ww P+{ ((P\M%V(n&2))
t)x$(|)
V{P+{ ((P\M%V(n))x$(|) ww V{P
+
{ ((P\M%V(n&1))x$(|) ww V{ P
+
{ ((P\M%V(n&2))x$(|)
Since all the vertical arrows are quasi-isomorphisms, we obtain a quasi-
isomorphism P+{ (M)x$(|)  (VP
+
{ (M
t ))x$(|) .
Main Theorem
(10.23) Theorem. If {|, then D{ (L|\&\) is the intersection cohomol-
ogy complex of B{ & cl B|.
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Proof. The chain complex P+{ (L|\&\) satisfies the vanishing conditions
for intersection cohomology. Part of these vanishing conditions are
vanishing conditions for the zero weight space of nilpotent homology given
in (9.6), or also the fact that P+{ (L|\&\) is perverse and it is a quotient of
the perverse sheaf P+{ (M
t
|\&\), which is an extension by zero of a constant
sheaf with a shift. The second set of vanishing conditions are a consequence
of (10.22).
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Notes Added in Proof
1. Denote G U+=B. Here B+=HU+ and G defined in Section 3. There is a map
p: B  B. We also denote B{=p&1B{ and B_=p&1B_. Similar notation applies to B |.
2. We define S ol=P+ as well as Sol{ in Section 3. This complex of sheaves lives in B=
G U+, or respectively B{ . Often S ol{ is a pull-back of a perverse sheaf D{ (M ) on B{ .
3. The module P\(M ) is a summand of MV with generalized infinitesimal character \.
See Section 1.
4. i(_){ the inclusion B{ & B_  B{ .
5. We will also denote V{ the Verdier dual in B{ . At times V{ is used to denote the same
thing. Apologies. For convenience we will sketch the proof in terms of Sol(M|\&\).
6. x$| # B{ & B| an element of p&1(x$|). The construction given below also makes sense
with V. This is used to avoid the terms  h*.
7. We will now introduce Sol
t
{ (M ) analogous to Sol{ (M ). We define P{M=
H0perv S ol{ (M ). The construction P
+
{ (M ) agrees with S ol{ (M ). The results in Section 10 imply
that in fact P+{ (M )rP{(M ).
8. P+ and P{ .
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9. We also denote this complex by P+{ (M ). The analogue of the condition, in the finite
dimensional setting, that the center of the enveloping algebra acts by scalars, is the following:
M has the property that there is a perverse sheaf D{ (M)=H0pervSol{ (M ) on B such that
p*D{ (M)$P+{ (M ). Call this condition TIC. For example a Verma module satisfies TIC. This
is a consequence of (8.4).
10. For this we start with a resolution of the form 4ku+U(u+)U(h) of U(h). By
dualizing and taking b+ locally finite vectors we obtain an injective resolution of #hU(h)* in
the appropriate category. Note that the resulting incarnation of Sol { (M) now carries a trivial
right h action, but it has a non-trivial right u+ action.
11. Recall that P+{ is another name for Sol
t
{ . Apologies.
12. If g # G and 4 is a section such that g4 is defined, T( g4)= gT(4).
13. This complex B+(M, O0) and B+1 , B
+
3 live in B. However, B3 lives on G U
&. The
statement (8.3)(b) can be used to complete the proof of (8.4). However, as indicated in notes
in (8.4), we can also turn the arguments around and prove (8.3)(b) by explicit computation,
using (8.1), (8.3)(a), part of (8.4), (9.5)(b), and the quasi-isomorphism involving U: and U: .
14. Pulled back with p*.
15. We use (8.3)(b) with B +i = p*B
+
i i=1, 3 and B
+
2 =B
+
2 , or else we complement the
fact that VB(M, O0) is zero except in possibly two strata with the argument sketched in the
notes below that use an argument in (9.5)(b). This gives a separate, more explicit proof of
(8.3)(b) using (8.3)(a) together with (8.1) and the quasi-isomorphism involving U: and U: .
Let x # B| & B{ , y # B|s & B{ .
16. Pulled back to B.
17. In the E1 term given above, further restricted to a point in the smaller stratum, the
second arrow must be non-zero. The first arrow may be zero or non-zero. The non-zero case
corresponds to when P+(M|s\&\) is not i(|s){*1[&l(|)+1].
18. Actually (9.5) is not needed. Note that the middle star in V  V  V in E1 can only
be one dimensional for the spectral sequence to abut to a constant sheaf in one degree. There
is an alternative argument first avoiding (8.3)(b) and then obtaining (8.3)(b) as a result: We
need to use (A.7.2)(b) and a calculation analogous to (9.5) but now for Verma modules. This
calculation establishes that the complex of sheaves on B| _ B|s is self-dual and has stalks of
dimension one. We sketch this calculation (and refer to (9.5)): There is an injection A=
M|\&\  M|s\&\=B. If : is applied we obtain isomorphic modules. Let N be any dual of
a Verma module as in (9.5). If we apply the argument in (9.2)(b) to A we obtain, with nota-
tion of (9.5), that PL0 H*
(n, A) is an irreducible Verma module. Moreover, using (6.5), (A.7.0),
(A.7.1), (A.7.3), PL0 H*
(n, ,: :A)$,L: 
L
: P
L
0 H*
(n, A). In particular since : A$:B,
H
*
(n, ,:: A)$H*
(n, ,:: B). We obtain a self-dual module Z for sl2 constructed by
applying ,L: 
L
: to an irreducible Verma module. Now the 0 weight space of nilpotent homol-
ogy of ,:: A is given in the form: Ext*Ch (Z, N
L). As is pointed out in a note to (9.6) the com-
plex of sheaves on p&1P1 is a complex of sheaves attached to the sl(2) module Z where a sheaf
VL takes the place of NL. This gives a computation of the chain complex B2 . We can go back
and not assume (8.3)(b). Instead we consider the chain complex in (8.3)(a). Its Verdier dual,
we just showed, abuts to an extension by zero of a constant sheaf along the two strata being
considered, tensored by 4*h*. We obtain a spectral sequence with E p, q1 =H
q
perv (Bp). This can
be restricted to B| _ B|s and Hqperv (Bp) p=1, 3 are skyscraper sheaves pulled back with p*.
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We have chain complexes, whose differentials are the maps d1 , for each q, of the form
D  E(q)  D with D irreducible as perverse sheaf. We also note that in this spectral sequence
d3=0. Note that d2 can only be non-zero on the first copy of D. In this case D  E(q) is zero.
By (8.3)(b) the spectral sequence abuts to  4qh*1. If d2{0, then for at least two con-
secutive integers q, q+1, E(q) and E(q+1) are perverse sheaves with two composition factors
D and 1. The chain complex D  E(q)  D is such that the first arrow is zero, the second
arrow is surjective and its cohomology is 1. The Verdier dual of E(q) has the same composi-
tion factors. However, the Verdier dual of E(q) is the complex of sheaves that corresponds to
the sl(2) module Z with three irreducible composition factors. This contradiction then implies
that each of the chain complexes in E1 has as cohomology a constant sheaf along the union
of the two strata, extended by zero. Moreover d2=0. We obtain a complex as in (8.3)(b) by
considering any of the chain complexes forming part of E1 . Note that we can describe the
chain complex associated to Z, that is, E(q). We consider P+(Z) and note that this perverse
sheaf is not a pull-back of a perverse sheaf on P1. We also know that it has one dimensional
stalks on all strata. Now we consider all the perverse sheaves with composition factors two
copies of D, one copy of C which are not a pull-back of a perverse sheaf on P1 and which
have the stalks described in (9.5). There is exactly one object and it is self-dual. Thus its
Verdier dual also has one dimensional stalks.
19. Perverse sheaf which is not a pull-back p*F of a perverse sheaf F. See note above.
20. M=M_\&\ .
21. This proposition is written in the context of finite dimensional semisimple Lie
algebras but it easily generalizes to the KacMoody context.
22. Assume that each root vector in r correspond to a real root or acts nilpotently on
M. This allows a g action to be well defined.
23. M is in category O.
24. This argument goes through also if M=M|\&\ . In this case character considera-
tions will imply the module involved is an irreducible Verma. The sheaf involved is a
skyscraper sheaf.
25. The stalks of the cohomology sheaves of these have the general form
ExtU( g)(M, ,:H: N )rExtU( g)(,: :M, N ) for appropriate N. Here we have used (A.7.1) to
obtain the isomorphism. Now it is easy to conclude that PL0 H*
(n, ,: :M) and
,: : PL0 H*
(n, M ) have the same zero weight space in nilpotent homology, with respect to the
nilradical of any Borel subalgebra in L. Moreover these are isomorphic sl(2) modules. This
can be derived from an extension of the BeilinsonBernstein theory, in this sl(2) case, to cover
the case of generalized trivial infinitesimal character. The fact needed is that for l=sl(2),
R HomU( l )(M, VL) determines M. Instead of the sheaf OL0 we have used V
L as in Section 3.
In particular this implies (b) and (c) and it computes the zero weight space in nilpotent
homology of ,:: M over B| _ B|s. Note that the argument given here also applies to the
dual M =M|\&\ . The calculation of the l module PL0 H*
(n, M) can be done; because of
character considerations this can only be an irreducible Verma module.
26. By (9.5)(a) and (b).
27. Or also on B{ , B{ _ B{s .
28. Similarly x$| # p&1x$| .
29. Similarly of V.
30. If we use V, then this is a resolution of 1O$ , O$ open in B{ .
31. Similarly P+{ (M )x$|  V( Sol
t
(M )| B{)x$| .
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32. In the case of M a Verma module or its dual or a module satisfying TIC, as in (8.4),
Sol{ (M ) has D{ (M ) as a summand, p*D{ (M )=P+{ (M ). In general we can use V in G U
+
to obtain the map in (10.4). For a module satisfying TIC the two constructions, using Verdier
duality in B{ or B{ , agree. This is used in (10.16).
33. M satisfying TIC, say a Verma module or its dual. DX has a similar meaning as D{ .
34. This refers to the map analogous to (10.17) but involving the object U:M |\&\ .
35. For the map analogous to (10.17) involving the object U:M |\&\ .
36. We use Lemma (10.16). Also
p*SolX (M )= 
q=0, ..., dim h
4qh*P+(M )
for M a Verma module or a dual of a Verma module.
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